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BIOL.A HOUR HIGHLIGHTS
ISSUE NO. 7
(EDITED JUNE RADIO MESSAGES)

DANIEL
By:

Dr. Lloyd T. Anderson

ezzar had failed twice to learn that the true and living God is the Ruler
the world (Dan. 2:47; 3:28). The Lord intended him to know this fact, even
it might be discovered the hard way. His testimony to the goodness of Je15 recorded for our benefit (Dan. 4:1-18; 34-37).
In verses 1 to 3 Nebuchadbegins his proclamation with praise to Daniel's God. Doubtless he came to
e Lord as the result of the constant praying and consistent Christian living
el, Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego. We read his marvelous testimony in
4:1-3. One can hardly believe this is the same sovereign. (Similarly it is
t to believe it is the same man who writes many of the books of the New
nt who was known formerly as the persecutor of the Church.)
rase "the whole earth" didn't mean to the king of Babylon what it means to
• Nebuchadnezzar meant all of the important coW1tries and peoples of his
r which he was ruling. The miraculous acts of God are sometimes called signs
they have a significance for us. They are known as wonders because they
a sense of awe in those who witness their occurence. Nebuchadnezzar, though
still a polytheist (one who worshipped many gods, Dan. 4:8-9), had come
gnize the supremacy of Jehovah. Calling the Lord, "the most high God"
's Redeemer. The Spirit of God had dealt with this proud king W1til he was
to accept his place with the basest of all men (4:17). He was ready to
the very God who had smitten him. Never forget that the position of obedithe place of greatest safety for the lives of those who serve the Lord
Christ.
first three verses of Daniel 4 are a preamble of what will follow in the
r. It is a declaration by a monarch to all the people in his empire. It
a Babylonian state document, one of the few such foW1d in the Word of God.
811

historical point of view, this chapter is very extraordinary. NebuchadWanted all the world to know what God had done for his own soul. Whenever
saves a man, the new convert becomes a witness to the experience of converI~ was no sr:iall ~hing. for. this renowned and influential king to renounce his
go ' declaring his faith in the God of Israel. He did so courageously and
f taste. He was deeply impressed with his remarkable deliverance through the
0
Jehovah, who had brought it about.

~ddis_s?ver~ign over peoples and nations because His kingdom is everlasting,

of onu~ion is from generation to generation. One could consider it nothing
a an a nura~le that in the land of Babylon, the starting point of human idolatry
~r Worsh~p, that a mighty witness for God should now go forth. The Lord
1 witho~t a witness (Acts 14:16-17). History reveals how, from timeGe~t
0
,
has raised up witnesses for Himself in the most W1likely places, as
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through the most unpretentious sources. When the nation of Israel, made
itory for God's Word, failed in its witness, the Lord saw to it that His W,
went forth. He will do it, even if He has to use the stones to cry out. 0
Do you know what it means to be acquainted intimately with the Lord of the
Do you have a personal relationship with the One who sent into this world ,
ed Lord Jesus Quist, making it possible for us to believe in Him as Redee:
Saviour? Have you ever taken this step of faith? Don't tum him aside do
true with King Nebuchadnezzar. He wasn't too proud to turn to the God ~f he
acknowledging and believing in Him. This was a tremendous thing!
The words of Daniel chapter four aren't those of a Hebrew saint but rather
tain the testimony of a pagan king. The Bib le was writ ten in the main, in b
Old and New Testaments, by Hebrew believers whom the Lord chose and inspired
Holy Spirit. They set down the record of His will, plan, purpose, and progr,
the ages. 1his chapter, however, is an outstanding exception to the rule. s
tures basically deal in large measure with the history of one single nation

'

The Jewish people are at the center of God's program and plan for all the wor
nations. One land is in view which is Canaan. This territory was given them
God through a covenant to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and ultimately to the 12
of Israel. The promise is as good today, as sure and unbreakable, as in the
when the Lord first proclaimed it (Gen. 13, 14, 15). Even though the United
has proclaimed that Zionism is a racist philosophy, such a body is erring in
conclusions. The key to the Scriptures is the plan of God concerning the nat
Israel, setting up the kingdom here on earth.
1his fourth chapter of Daniel isn't the record of a Jewish writer but rather
Gentile king concerning the dealings of Jehovah with His life in biblical reve
All these 12 chapters of Daniel are connected one to the other, revealing the
phetic purpose for the days ahead. They aren't isolated experiences, but ra
related accotmts of God's progressive revelation.
1he main purpose of the book is to give us a vision of the "times of the Genti
up tmtil the second coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. 1he portion presents a
cord of the ages, from Daniel's day through the present age of the grace of
since Pentecost, until the Rapture of the Church, and through the Tribulation.
1his continues up tmtil the kingdom rule is ushered in at the Millennium. We
lieve that we are standing on the very threshold prophetically when the ten t
of the striking image are going to make their appearance in the two-headed fe
ation of the nations during the end times.
During the time of our Lord's rejection, the Gentile world powers will seek_ to
bring about a utopia. Their peace through world federation, ruling out Chr:st
destined to complete failure. At the Saviour's glorious second coming He w1~l
smite these governments grinding them to powder. I have never seen such a ~1me
in my life when the nations of the world have been so anxious to find a fruit
formula for peace. Unfortunately it will all be to no avail. There will never
be security or tranquility until Jesus Christ comes again. This poor dying wor.
is in the very last throes of its desperate attempt to save itself. While p~op
are busy trying to make a living, arguing over politics and economics, worrying
about tomorrow, they miss the fact that God is still on the throne. He. knows'"
exactly what He is doing. This is a prime reason why we can "keep looking up.
It was in Nebuchadnezzar's dream in which he saw a great tree with branc~es giv·
shelter to the beasts of the field. Birds also fotmd nesting places. Finally,
2
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m heaven commands him to chop down the tree. Although it came down,
r~ years the stump again budded forth to become another tree. This is a
~ the way in which Gentile world powers will increase until their final
0
on. Note that ~he tree will ultimately be restored. This teaches prolY u1at in th~ kingdom age, w~en Christ will rule over the earth at the
the Tribulation, the world will again have its position.
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picture of the course of this age comes through the book of Daniel. It is
the next chapter concerning Belshazzar's feast. At that time he took the
of the Lord, which he had robbed from the temple of God in Jerusalem, to use
nmken, sinful orgy. In the middle of the revelry a divine hand came from
iting his doom on the walls of the dining room.
picture is in Daniel 7. It concerns the four beasts: the lion, the
the bear, and the indescribable monstrosity. The latter runs parallel to
e spoken of in chapter two.
ay of review, in Daniel chapter four, Nebuchadnezzar is still king of BabyDaniel serving in the capacity of an advisor. The king's new dream pora great tree growing. It had obtained such gigantic dimensions, that it overthe whole world. Under its branches the beasts of the field found shelter.
branches the birds of the heaven had a place to nest. Then, in the vision, the
from heaven to cut down the tree and its branches. The leaves were to be
off and the fruit scattered. The stwnp with its roots was to remain. Dancalled in for help on interpretation. All the wise men of Babylon have failterpret the dream properly.
forthrightly tells the king, "The dream is about you. Your greatness has
d its dominion reaches to the ends of the earth." Nebuchadnezzar is the
orld of his day, uniting the people under one great Babylonian system of
nt, so also the Bible tells us that toward the end of this age there will
a world government and federation of nations, trying to guarantee a time
ar will cease. When that hour finally arrives, then, as in Nebuchadnezzar's
the pride of man will reach its zenith, only to find that it is a paper house
8JJL5 which can never stand.
There can be no lasting success by the efforts of
. race alone. The very moment man dreams he has accomplished his desired
e in_technology, science, and sociology, that will be the signal for the
again of the rightful Owner, and Governor, even the Lord Jesus Christ.
esied, Nebuchadnezzar became mad for seven long years, during which he was
e beasts of the field living as an animal. The kingdom of Babylon was withs leadership. This is typical of that seven-year period between the Rapture
e_second corning of Christ, during which God is going to remove all restraints,
.ting the antichrist to have free reign. People will succeed in almost annilllg themselves were it not for the sudden interevention of the Lord Himself.
ree to be hewed down is a picture of the destruction of world powers. This
d\~ould be very near at hand. The purpose of God judging the nations and the
f . 11 be that every man may learn to know that without the Lord everything
ail.
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t~ls recorded in Daniel 4:4-16 by means of a royal edict begin to come to
H all happened after Nebuchadnezzar's successful military campaigns were
. e was relaxing in his palace in the midst of luxury. You can imagine this
r~g monarch in his pride and arrogance. His contact with the things of God
a as far as the captivity when these godly young Jewish men were brought
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into the royal court. Surely he was moved by their testimonies. All he
ed the king, bringing from him a verbal acknowledgment of Israel's God ( 3~
was a professing believer only. Like so many who attend our churches tod. 29
ing God's word again and again, he, too, refused to yield his proud and s~~
will to the Lord. If ever a servant of the Lord had discharged his debt t
Daniel certainly had done so with Nebuchadnezzar through his consistently ~,
life.
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With all the king's power and possessions, he was in poverty of soul, like 50
people today. Remember, there are no pockets in a shroud. When you leave th
life, you have determined once and forever where you will spend eternity . It
either be in heaven on the one hand, or hell on the other.
Nebuchadnezzar faced the realities of Daniel's life. He couldn't get away fr
what Daniel told him and what Daniel lived. He was like the Laodiceans of our
day who smugly declare, "I am rich and increased with goods, and I have need 0
thing'' (Rev. 3: 17) . Upon his bed, surrounded by weal th, he became conscious 0 ,
spiritual misery, wretchedness and poverty. Nebuchadnezzar's dream left him f'
ened, shaken and shattered. He couldn't dismiss the horrible things he had s
Jehovah had surely sent him a vision to arouse him out of his false security.
People become troubled in their fears. For help they may seek astrologers , oei
ists, psychologists, psychiatrists, politicians, lawyers, or others. They try
find out what the future will hold. We desperately need the judgment and wisd
of God amid the problems of life. After Nebuchadnezzar had tried everything e
he called in Daniel. Remember that Daniel had been appointed chief over all th
men of Babylon after interpreting the king's earlier dream (2: 48). He was in a
position of authority. When the wise men of Babylon had exhausted themselves,
Danie 1 waited for the right moment to make his appearance. He was going to tea
the king a bitter lesson. Nebuchadnezzar had to learn the folly of turning to
Satan's emissaries for wisdom. 1his is a lesson many people today need to lea111
Never forget that it is better to trust in the Lord than to put your confidence
man. Orrmiscience and the revelation of future events belongs to God only (II Pe
1:21). In Job 32:8 we find, "There is a spirit in man, and the inspiration of
Almighty giveth them understanding." You see, Daniel was that kind of man and
Nebuchadnezzar knew it.
1here is an interesting observation in Nebuchadnezzar's use of the word "Daniel"
in 4: 8. In relating the details, as a converted man, Nebuchadnezzar said, "But
the last Daniel came in before me, whose name was Belteshazzar according to the
of my God." Whenever Nebuchadnezzar addressed Daniel before his conversion he al
ways called him Belteshazzar, his Babylonian name. Here is another of the many
evidences for the verbal inspiration of the Bible. After Nebuchadnezzar's conve
sion to God, which resulted from a severe judgment of the Lord, he would not ~o O'
say anything that might grieve the God of heaven. For this reason he calls him
Daniel, his proper name, instead of the pagan Babylonian title. 1his in itse l f
presents a blessed truth.
In the vision of Nebuchanezzar (Dan. 4: 13-18) the supen1atural being whom the kin:
saw was almost certainly an angel. (1he ancient Greek trans lati on of the PC:S sa~e
so indicates this.) 1his ''watcher" was apparently the one responsible for W~gm
the righteousness of human actions, determining man's lot accordingly. The ~ing
must have sensed the approach of his own fate and downfall. God's people, l ike
animals and fowls of the vision, are warned to come out from under the shadow of
Christ-denying and Christ-ignoring world systems. All such institutions are do
(Isa. 2:10ff; II Peter 3:10).
4

·n of the stump suggests the hope of restoration.

Some Bible teachers

th~t the iron and bronze bands indicate the severity of the sentence pass-

King Nebuchadnezz~r. There is a striking change of figure from tree to
the words "Let his heart be changed" (Dan. 4: 16). Both tree and beast
ze man. "Seven times" is an expression for seven years. This Babylonian
J.J1 his attempt to explain the heavenly authority, uses a pagen' s language

7).
established the authority of the pronouncement, "This is the decree of the
gh" (_4:24). This explains the course of human history along with the desgoveTillilents. There is no power but of God ~Rom. 13:1) •. This tru~ Neezzar had to learn. Proud man understands little from history. Hitler
to recognize no God except the destiny of the Gennanic people. Mussolini
edged no God "except my own sovereign will." Lenin, Stalin, and all of that
e regarded God as a superstition provided by the upper classes to keep the
rttmate in line. The Lord merely allows them to hold power for a lirni ted
of time. Jehovah has made men His vice-regents on earth to administer
, preserve order, protect human rights and promote righteousness. This is
are to pray for all rulers who are over us.
place brings out natural pride and selfishness in individuals. This was
ebuchadnezzar. "Give someone enough rope, and he will hang himself."
rope God gives for governing the world, the more of a mess people make of
ire business. Unregenerated, ungodly men are incapable of governing wisely
nation in the world. All power and sovereignty derive from Hirn alone.
9-27 give us the interpretation of the dream which astonished and troubled
or one hour. Tbe prophet's loyalty to the God of heaven drove him to tell
th, although his allegiance to the king caused him dread to present the
impending disaster. Daniel had to show Nebuchadnezzar his sins for which
d be pusished by insanity for seven years. Sensing the prophet's distress,
encouraged him to speak out, even if it hurt. Christians often stand in
position in relation to their associates in the business and social world.
rs s?metirnes have bad news to tell, but it must be shared promptly, couraged kindly (Ez. 3:16).
shaved his grasp of the dream's details by repeating them exactly wordback to the king. He declared that the vision had come from the soverof heaven, the Creator of the universe. The king would lose his throne
esteem of his subjects, as well as all his possessions. He would also lose
on to the extent that he would become insane, living like an animal. All
as ~o be for only a period of time. After seven years he would be given
empire.
't~ with us, God was dealing with Nebuchadnezzar in grace rather than in
f lon. He was seeking to teach rather than to penalize. It is characterj~~r heavenly Father to warn both nations and individuals of corning disasen gment. He uses various means for this purpose. Widespread revivals
at~ prelude t? great national or international catastrophes. Yes, Daniel
n.tth~ was talking about when he spoke to the king, and he told him the

ez~ar_was lord of all he surveyed (Dan. 3:29, 30).

It is fascinating to
~ripture, as well as history, this unique city of Babylon. In Genesis
0
e id that Nimrod, the mighty hunter, founded a city and called it Babel,
0
God." He built it upon the plain of Shinar in an area the Syrians
5
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known as Olalde a. The citizens sought to build a tower which would pierc
They weren't hoping to reach heaven by it, but rather were building a gre~t
to self achievement, ru~ing out the Lord. _The Olaldean p:iests searched the
lations and stars, mapping them out according to horoscopic prognosticati
sought thereby to control all humanity. In contempt the Lord God came d~
scattered them at the tower of Babel by a confusion of tongues.
Today, every time the name Babel is mentioned it means confusion, and all tha
posed to the Lord. That country was originally where the Garden of Eden was
It was the fertile crescent of the world. Both the Tigres and the Euphrates
ran through it. It was considered a paradise. The soil was unusually fertili
productive. It was watered by uncounted numbers of interlinking canals and wa·
The area was a lush and scenic garden, emerald green in every direction, with
lific productiveness agriculturally.
The first inhabitants of that part of the world were known as Surnerians. Wa
semitic people through the centuries poured into the area. At the time of No
in the history of the Bible, it was the Semitic land with Assyrians, Amorites
Babylonians, From the semi tic people came Abraham, the first Hebrew. Archae~.
digging in the cradle of Babylon, have identified civilizations which go back ,
years before Oirist. That part of the world has had a fantastic history.
We first know the area for its great Babylonian kingdom, ruled over by the f
Hannnurabi. His reign was for 43 years. From this kingdom Abraham left Ur of
Olaldees. As the centuries passed another able king Nebuchadnezzar the First
on the scene. He conquered the Elarnites and the Hittites, finally losing his
<lorn to the Assyrians about 1100 B.C. Thereafter, the Assyrian empire covered
whole civilized world of its day. Babyonia be.came a subjugated province with i
capital on the Tigres River at the city of Ninevah.
All through those centuries the province of Babylonia was restive and rebelli
Finally, a man by the name of Sennacherib, one of the ablest generals of all t
came with his anny to destroy the city of Babylon. He even turned loose thew
of the Euphrates River, flooding it. Later, with the help of the other great
pires of the East, the Assyrian Empire was destroyed forever. Ninevah was so
pletely obliterated that when Alexander the Great marched his anny over it, he
even realized the vast city that lay buried beneath his feet.
In 605 B.C. Nebuchadnezzar the Second was on his way to conquer
He stopped by Jerusalem, beseiging and capturing it. There he heard of the d~
his father. It was at this time that he took Daniel captive and his three fr1
along with a few others of the royal family in Jerusalem. He hastened back t?
lon to consolidate his throne. He was then just twenty years of age. With his
Olaldean armies, he swept over the civilized world until the whole earth belon.
him. He never lost a battle. When his days of conquest were over, the then kn
world lay under Babylonian rule. This was India all the way to Egypt; up throu
Mesopotamia and in to the land of the Armenians and Hittites; and down to the Pe
Gulf from side-to-side.
When the armies were no longer marching and the need for conquest was o:rer ~ Neb
nezzar came back to the city of Babylon to turn his attention to the build~ng 0 {
capital. It had been destroyed a hundred years before by Sennacherib. 1h1s ¥0 '
city has never had anything like it before or since. Nebuchadnezzar had at. hghis
posal hundreds of thousands of slaves. (If you build anything today, you ffil _ t
go bankrupt just paying the construction costs.) The king had no labor or finan
1
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had all the treasures of the world at his command.

Wherever the annies

~and merciless Chaldeans went, they always stripped the nations they

As an example, Nebuchadnezzar destroyed the temple of Solomon bringing

golden altars, lampstands, and utensils of that beautiful edifice of
e had an opportunity which no man will ever have again.
his troy of the city of Babylon. One eye witness was Herodotus, the first
orian. Ever: thoug~ he was there about a hundred years after Ne~uchadnezzar
· ty was in 1 ts de line, yet to that Greek scholar, Babylon was 11 terally the
der of the world. In Scripture we also have a description of Babylon
9; Jer. 51:7). In our next study we will visit the city itself to see how
t and tremendous it really was.
cinating to study the backrollild of the great city of Babylon. It was sura tremendously high wall, built in an exact square, set toward the four
the compass: north, east, south, and west. It was fifteen miles square
all 350 feet high, and 87 feet broad at the top. In fact, it was so wide
could put six d1ariots side-by-side, racing arollild the top. It was really
tropolis. It had a hundred gates, made of two great leaves hammered out
bed bronze. When the sun rose in the morning and set in the evening, those
looked like liquid fire.
g in Babylon was symmetrical.

There were 25 avenues 150 feet wide rWlning
In the cene city there was an avenue that crossed over a great bridge fording the
rates. On either side was a tremendous palace. The river ran diagonally
the city. Between the wall of the city and the river there were keys and
with all kinds of places for ships to bring the commerce of the world.
t to west, as well as 25 avenues 150 wide from north to south.

aces of Nebuchadnezzar were absolutely colossal. 'Ihe ruins of one of them
more than 11 identifiable acres. This is just one mansion which held the
s of the world. Nebuchadnezzar married Amites, the princess of Media, a
girl who was bored with the flatlands. So, Nebuchadnezzar built a moW1or her. He terraced it, covering it with trees, shrubs and flowers. One
see ~rom afar the famous hanging gardens of Babylon, one of the seven wonders
ancient world.
les of Babylon were also fabulous beyond computation. Fantastic treasures,
from conquered nations were devoted to his gods. The city was filled with
laces, some dedicated to stars, others to a myriad of gods. Towering against
was the great pyramid-type tower which went up 600 feet into the air! On
op of that vast tower was a shrine to Baal, itself 49 feet tall. Arollild the
~l of the furniture was of solid gold. One ancient historian who visited
<lllan estimated that in that one-room shrine there were over 800 talents of
t impressive thing about the city was its color. Being on a plain, there was
\~earby s~one for construction. Nebuchadnezzar used colored enamel tile.
hi 5 ~les depicted scenes, animal life, flowers, trees, kings and queens, and even
ory of the golden city.

~defatigable builder, Nebuchadnezzar, ruled his kingdom for 43 years. With the
•

r~ of the earth and the slavery of the nations he constructed that colossal
came its decline and decay. Its destruction was both utter and complete
13 ·.~~ -22;
Jer. 50:39). 1hose prophecies were during the zenith of Babylon.
7

The c~ty had already had a history of 7500 yea:s. It_ appeared to_be impregnab
covering an area so large that people could raise their own food inside the w ~
the city. They never looked for water because the water from the Euphrates ta k
of every need. It was protected by a great moat on the outside of the wall Oc:>
drawbridges at every avenue. It seemed invincible, unasailable, located in'awi
dise.
P
1

Yet the prophets Isaiah and Jeremiah lifted their voices and said it would bee
waste and barren desert, never again to be inhabited by anyone. Today the site
Babylon is a naked and hideous waste. For centuries the drifting sands of the
ert have buried it out of sight. The judgment of almighty God fell upon BabylCI\
just as the prophets foretold. Even when Alexander the Great intended to make
lon the center of his empire, building again its mighty fortress, this leader w
cut down and died in Babylon before he could ever do it. God had a hand in the
thing because the Lord had prophesied that that city would not be inhabited ag ·
once He had brought it down. Daniel gives us a very graphic and accurate pictu
the final history of the Babylonian empire. In the second chapter we saw the 1
solemn scenes in connection with the downfall of the head of gold. The accowit
of the destruction of mystical Babylon in Revelation 17 and 18 is closely rela
to what this Old Testament prophet is shown by the Spirit of God. The infonnati.
certainly squares in large measure with the record of Herodotus, the so-called
of history, as well as with other ancient writers. Belshazzar was reigning join
with his father at this particular time. He was the king of the Chaldeans and
equivalent to being Prince Regent, with his seat in the imperial city. The tit
"king" wasn't applied only to the supreme monarch in that age. Daniel was appo
"third ruler" since Belshazzar himself was clearly the second.
As we study this fifth chapter of Daniel, the specific night alluded to was the
of the prophetic fulfillment. God removed the head of gold from Nebuchadnezzar'
great image seen earlier in chapter two. The Lord kept His word, as He always
The record still stands as a solemn warning to anyone who will attempt to defy
Almighty. This is the last sobering scene of the downfall of a man's dynasty.

Latest archaeological diggings and new discoveries have proved that Belshazzar 1
exactly what the Bible says he was. Babylon was founded by Nimrod, the greatgrandson of Noah (Gen. 10:8ff). Surviving a series of conflicts, the area bee
one of the most magnificent and luxurious cities of the world in its day. It w
superbly constructed and spread over an area of 15 square miles. The River Euph'
flowed diagonally across the city which was surrounded by a wall 350 feet high
87 feet thick. Outside the wall was a large moat filled with water. This se .
as additional protection against any atta.c king enemies. The cost for constn:cti
was unbelievable, especially in light of the fact that it was built mostly with
slave labor.

Pr

The hanging gardens of Babylon were one of the seven wonders of the world, with
land extremely fertile. The tower in the city, with its temples of worship,
sented an imposing sight. There was a base for the structure 300 feet in brea
rising to a height of 300 feet. The one chapel on the top contained an ima~e ~
ported to be worth 17·· l/2 million dollars. The sacred dishes used in worsh1pp
these false gods were estimated at a value of 200 million. (These prices were
pre- inflationary!) Certainly the temple contained the most elaborate and expens
furniture ever to adorn any place of worship. Nebuchadnezzar had indeed_bee~ an
ambitious architect and his own words fit his accomplishments when he said, 5
this not the great Babylon that I have built?" (Dan. 4: 30).

1
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f ive we find a great feast in progress. Such orgies weren't uncorrunon
r. ent world. As a rule, the monarchs dined alone, al though on special
c~ king might provide food and drink for an many as 15,000 guests. Belinvited 1 000 of his leaders, along with their wives. From the context of
i t app~ars that the banquet was arranged in honor of one of the Babylon' 1he year was 538 B.C., about 23 years after the death of Nebuchadnezzar.
~n ' t instructed to write of his own whereabouts during that period. We do
t God had preserved and protected him through the passing years. Though
prophet w~n't present at. the king's ~anqu~t, no doubt hew~ ~n his priers writing under the guidance and direction of the Holy Spin t. The
n't the kind of affair at which a man of God would choose to be present.
night 's menu of wine, women and song, a program wanting in piety and reto s ay the least. Such orgies were known for their licentiousness and idolorship.

ame t ime this great festival was being celebrated in the palace, Cyrus the
and hi s anny were outside the gates of Babylon, planning their strategy to

e to the city. Belshazzar certainly knew this. Perhaps it was in defiance
ersian forces that he put on the feast. Maybe his confidence was placed in
ty walls surrounding the city. Certainly the guards in the 250 watchtowers
ry move the Persian forces were making. Holding such a feast at a critical
ms al most unbelievable.
zar then corrunanded
er Nebuchadnezzar
, their wives, and
raising their gods

his servants to bring the golden and silver vessels which
had taken out of the temple of Jerusalem. The king, his
concubines drank from those sacred implements, all the
of gold, silver, brass, iron, wood, and stone.

ar is best known for the ignoble and insolent acts he committed while under
uence of alcohol. This demon of drink has continued to dig at the foundaof all civilizations, destroying the moral fiber of the peoples of the world.
ered by a false boldness there is an absense of proper restraint. One of
rils of strong drink is that it too often carries away the person who imbibes
and say foolish and fatal things. The hidden depths of sin are stirred up
of wives and concubines wasn't generally practiced at such banquets,
e fact that Belshazzar in his drunken state sent for the women leaves the
r to fill in the rest of the story for himself. (The first chapter of Esther
tthew 14:1-12 should be read in this connection.)
ight of Belshazzar's folly was the climax of his impiety and godlessness
edncommanded his servants to bring the gold and silver dishes which his father
a ez~ar had taken out of the temple in Jerusalem. When they desecrated
~tensils they were guilty of an unparalleled sacrilege. This act was one
d ~mptuous I?rofanity. It was the acme of wickedness, the height of wantonness
Y gross intemperance.
the pastor of Bethany Baptist Church, West Covina, California.
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ANTICHRIST
By:

Dr. Lehman Strauss

In the study of the subject of the coming antichrist, we should emphasize his b
cal description found in II Thessalonians 2: 3, "the man of sin." This appears
once in Scripture as Paul uses it in a prophetic scene. He points to a time immediately preceding the bodily second coming of Jesus Christ to the earth. Aft1
the rapture of the CJmrch, there will arise an individual who will dominate the
whole earth. The Apostle isn't speaking of merely an anti-Christian principle
of an evil influence which will pervade the world prior to Christ's return. Thi
of the definite article in the designation "the man of sin" and "the son of pe
ti on" and "the wicked one" all lend support to this fact. There is also the use
personal pronouns, such as "himself'' and "he" indicating a person (II Thess 2 ·
Paul, as well as the prophet Daniel, gives the man of sin specific names which
be applied to a person only (Dan. 7: 24-26; 9: 27). Our Lord said, "I am come in
Father's name, and ye receive me not; if another shall come in his own name, h"
will receive" (John 5: 43). Falso Messiahs have appeared from time-to-time since
this final fulfillment is yet future.
0

There is a possible hint that the man of sin will be a Jew.
Israel will acclaim as her Messiah a man who isn't of their own race. It is to
Jews that he will present himself as protector and benefactor (Dan. 9:27). He
encourage and assist the Jews in the reconstruction of their temple where the
establishing of the sacrificial system will prevail.
Some manuscripts favor the tenn "man of la\Allessness" in place of the "man of s ·
Actually lawlessness is a form of sin (I Jn. 3:4). The word describes a wanton
regard for law, whether it is God's or man's. It is really rebellion. Lawless
wil_l reach its peak when it finally becomes embodied in the antichrist. Coming
events do cast their shadows before. Statistics clearly reveal that lawlessnes
on the increas~. We are fast approaching the end of the age and the coming of
Lord Jesus Christ. In all domains today anarchy reigns: art, music, literatu
morals, education, politics, as well as in religion. On every line a complete
order characterizes our generation.
The "man of sin" is also known as "the son of perdition." This is a tenn of de:
portraying doom and disaster. It suggests the idea of destruction (I 1hess. 5:
II Thess. 1:9). The same words were used by our Lord of Judas (John 17:12).
wrote of the enemies of the cross "whose end is destruction" (Phil. 3: 18 ,19) •
1here has been much speculation by Bible students in their endeavors to id~nti
antichrist. Centuries ago some held that Nero was this nefarious person~lityth
During the Reformation, the Pope was considered to be the an tichris t. S~nc~ '
time the speculations have included Mussolini, Hitler, Stalin and even Kiss~ge
our day. Studying the Scriptures we should know that this individual won't e
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Church has been caught up to heaven (I 'Ihess. 4:13-18;
of Christ" is always imminent. It begins with the rapture of the church,
which could oc0:1r ':1t any moment. "'Ihe day of the Lord" is not the same
'!hessalonian Christians had been taught that the day of the Lord is just at
fact that they were then living in it. If they claimed to receive this
from the Holy Spirit, Paul contradicts such a possibility. "'Ihe day of
, is that period of time commencing with the 70th week of Daniel and culat the judgment of the Great White 'Throne, when God will deal with sinners
nt. Paul didn't want the Christians thrown off in their equilibrium by
ing untruth that that day was then present with them. '!he Apostle denoun-

rumor that such had already come.
need to guard against doctrinal error which would menace the heart and mind.
1 has a way of throwing saints off balance mentally by disturbing untrue
ts. Paul reminds them, "Let no man deceive you by any means, for that day
t come except there come a falling away first, and that man of sin be rethe son of perdition" (II 'Ihess . 2 : 3) • Just as the first coming of Christ
ded by a period of apostasy so also the second coming of Christ will not
il the final apostasy has taken place. '!his last great apostasy will be

in the antichris t.
is given to show that no man living in Paul's day, nor at any time since,
declared the antichrist. "And now ye know what withholdeth that he might
ed in his time" (ll 'Ihess. 2: 6) • '!he word "he" refers to the man of sin.
a power restraining the antichrist which will continue until the appropriGod has designated his appearance on the earth. In verse six of II 'Ihes2, this power is referred to as neuter, or "a thing." '!he verse follow-

power is regarded as a person.
Jesus promised that after His ascension to heaven the Holy Spirit would
reprove or convince the world of sin (John 16:8). '!his present age had its
nt at Pentecost in the fulfillment of Christ's testimony as the Holy Spirit
s~nded and filled the disciples. '!he Bible shows clearly that from Genesis
this present hour the Holy Spirit has been the only Restrainer against sin.
er of Christ's true Church is indwelt by God the Holy Spirit.
al. of tJ:ie Church will release the world to unprecedented lawlessness. '!hen
on the scene, but not before then. '!his doesn't mean that
world entirely. Just as He operated in the world before
t, conung upon men for particular tasks, so He will operate after the Rapi:me can deny that the presence of Spirit-filled and Spirit-directed men
_in ~e world exert an influence for good. '!hough true Christians are in
~ in the world, they do restrain evil to some extent. Picture the world
go e saved people have been taken from it. 'Ihink of only unbelievers left
industry, religion and all other enterprises. What sad chaos and

chr~s~ will appear
Sp1r1~ leaves the

on~ernment,
;;._z

and II Tl:essalonians 2 :3 are the only two passages in the Bible where the
of percht10n" is used. '!he first applies to Judas Iscariot. '!he second
ou the
i
Jesus pointed out, "Have not I chosen you twelve, and
es
ant·1 ch:1st.
.
e s the devil?" In Greek different words are used for "devil" and "dees are
,, manY demons, b ut only one devil.
On the night
of the passover,
re
.
.
' Then entered Satan into Judas, surnamed Iscariot, being one of the
11

twelve" (Lk. 22: 3). At that moment Satan took over the body of Judas h .
himself with the enemies of Christ so that he could betray Him. This ~ 0
passage where it is said that the devil entered into a man. There are s e
instances where demons ente:ed the bodies of men an~ women, but never S~~cori
Judas was never saved. Christ declared at the washing of the disciples'
h
are clean, but not all" (Jn. 13:10, 11).
eet

J

r

This evil person, who shall be revealed after the Church is caught away has b
phemous designs (II Thess. 2:4). He will exalt himself above all that is cal
God, or that is worshipped. He will even sit in the temple of God, "showin h:
self that he is God." The spirit of pride and self esteem are so developelin
antichrist that he claims deity. This is after the working of Satan (II Tues
2:9). The devil will be the instigator and the energizer of all the evil des
of the c:ntichrist._ He_will_be the seed of the s~rpe~t (Gen. ~:15). Impersonai
the devil, the antichrist will have the same aspirations as did Lucifer (Isa.
12-14). The antichrist, the incarnation of Satan, will seek to be worshipped
man. We find this, too, from Daniel's description of the willful king (Dan. 8
11:36, 37). Nebuchadnezzar had set up the golden image, representing himself
demanding that all people bow down and worship him.
'
Revelation 13 is a prophecy of the rise and rule of the antichrist, of whom it
predicted, "All that dwell upon the earth shall worship him" (Rev. 13: 8). The
antichrist's supreme sin will consist of this evil design to usurp the place of
God. He shall speak great words against the Most High, and think to change t"
and laws (Dan. 7: 25). This attempt to dethrone God and demand worship of him.5e
will probably constitute what Daniel calls "the abomination of desolation."
We are coming to the end of the age. I believe that the appearing of our Lord
Christ is drawing very close. There is already much satanic worship, collllterfe
that seem to be like the real thing. Many professing Christians can hardly dis
tinguish truth from error. Become students of the Bible, men and women! If you
have never received by faith the Lord Jesus Christ, I urge you to believe on the
Saviour now!
There is a particular descriptive term for the antichrist found in I John 2:18,
and II John verse 7. The Apostle's first mention is used in both the singular
plural. John says, "He shall come" and adds, "Even now are there many antichris
The "many" are but forerunners of "the antichrist."
The meaning of the word "antichrist" is necessary for a clearer understanding of
the doctrine. The prefix "anti" suggests the two ideas of "opposed to" and "instead of." The antichrist defies Christ and denies that He is the Christ of God
(I John 2: 22). To deny that Jesus is the Christ is a lie. He who instigates th
denial is the father of the lie. The word "christ" means the anointed one, the
Messiah. The doctrine of the antichrist then is a denial of this essential and
eternal unity of the God-man. Anyone who denies that Jesus is the Christ is the
by a representative of the antichrist.
~The tragedy is that many of the advocates of the sys tern which denies Christ's <l:i
His virgin birth, His substitutionary atonement, His bodily resurrection, and His
coming again were at one time numbered among the company of professed believers.
They once gathered at the communion table with the children of God. John say~'
"They went out from us, but they were not of us, for if they had been of us, they
would no doubt have continued with us; but they went out, that they might be made
manifest that they were not all of us" (I Jn. 2: 19). The truly saved person has
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anointing from the Holy Spirit (I John 2:20). This is our baptism inf Christ (I Car. 12:13). Even the babe in Christ has the witness of
S i~i t in his heart to kno~ who Jes~ is. The believer may n?t be capaJ:le
~ g theological and doctrinal teachings but he knows the Savious experiAny religion that denies the truth is of the devil. I don't believe that
saved person can ever deny that Jesus Christ is God. There are many proodaY who don't really believe. Their claim to be a Christian never made
One becomes a Christian the moment he savingly believes in the Lord

an

·st.
g gave an intere~ting cormnent __on I John 4: 2, "E:rery spirit that confess~th
Christ is come in the flesh is of God." He wn tes, "For many years this
rot.bled ne because I couldn't see why such tremendous issues should hang uple a thing as to aclmowledgement that Jesus Christ was an historical percourse He was. Even these false spirits will agree to that. At last I
I saw my way out. If only it were justifiable to translate the Greek diffrom the authorized, or King Janes version by placing the little word "is"
r position. Was I right? Some time back I came into touch with a profound
olar, and to my great glee, he said that my rendering of the original was
allowable. Before giving you my conviction, let me remind you that Jesus
of our Lord's hurnani ty, and that Christ is the title of His deity. The
ointed One came to be the promised qnd predicted Messiah, Saviour and King.
the suggested translation. "Every spirit that confesseth that Jesus is
cane in the flesh." Here you see an aclmowledgrnent of His deity." The first
tal test of every spirit claiming to be God is, ''What think ye of Christ?"
at verse 3, "And every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus is 01Tist
the flesh, is not of God, and this is that spirit of the antichrist." Antidoesn't deny the historical man Jesus of Nazareth, but he does deny that
is the Messiah, the anointed One of God. We are living in perilous days.
been foretold as characteristic of the last hour may be seen clearly in our
• Don't you think for a moment that the warning sounded here against antican be pushed far into the future. Even now are there antichris ts; even now
ri t of antichris t is in the world. Modernism has taken over in some of our
nominations and Jesus Christ is actually denied. Many deceivers are roarnt, leading people into error (II John 7). This error is easily identified.
pers?n denies that the human Jesus is the divine Christ, he is an antichrist
t he is a part of the anti-Christian system.
tasy in the earth will have its final consurrnnation in the antichris t who
ttain universal dominion. This will occur after Jesus takes the true Church
aven. Sat~ offered to the Saviour all the kingdoms of the world (Matt. 4: 8, 9) .
aie questions how Satan obtained the scepter of government in the earth, just
read again the story of the fall of our first parents in Genesis chapter 3.
,least three occasions the Lord Jesus referred to Satan as the "prince of this
fn· 12:31; 14:30; 16:ll). Thus the believer's conflict is against "the
the darlmess of this world" (Eph. 6: 12). Satan is the directing head,
0
givenunental chief of this world system (I John 5:19). Adam relinquished his
0
e ~e CU:d tume~ ~t over to Satan. The antichrist will give himself completely
. /il, receiving from him power and authority (II Thess. 2: 9). In Revela13
raI. o '~'.and 7 t~e dragon gives the antichrist his power. This will be of superman ~ig~n and will account for remarkable accomplishments. The strength of
iblo sin can't be explained by his unusual personality alone. There will be an
e, supernatural power received from the devil.

°
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'There are th?se who doubt that a world governm~nt ~s possible. Students f
Bible know differently. At the outset the ant1chr1st's power will be man?f
the countries of the last kingdom of Nebuchadnezzar's dream image. Co 1 .
iel 7:4-7 with Revelation 13:1-2 these indications are confinned. His~~rm.g
inion won't be confined to the reconstructed Roman empire. He will atta~nt
sal power. Any person who doubts that world domination by one man isn't un
55
consider what might have happened if Germany had been first to discover th~ .
bomb during Hitler's rule. God saw to it that no demon-possessed madman cou~
trol such power before the appointed time. The world is now small enough
man or one single power to conquer it. That the antichrist will realize tmive
dominion is clear from certain scriptures (Dan. 7:23; Rev. 13:4-8). His will
totalitarian regime religiously and economically. Any who defy his dictates
have no right to exist. They will not be permitted to buy or sell irerchandise
absolute control will be exercised over every piece of commerce.
1

fo/

The antichrist' s rule of the world will be brief. The Rapture of the Omrch w
bring to a close the present dispensation and commence the 70th week of Daniel
prophecy. (One week is equal to seven years.) After this time Christ retul11S
the earth with His saints so that the rule of the man of sin won't exceed seven
years. The duration is fixed beforehand by God. Though the time period see111.5
we may be certain that all of God's declared purposes will be fulfilled. Act
the major completion will take place during the last half of the week, or three
one-half years of the Tribulation (Dan. 7:25; 12:7; Rev. 11:2,3).
The antichrist will arise as a new leader, the rider on the white horse, going
conquering and to conquer (Rev. 6:2). He comes into prominence with the revival
the Roman empire. All other national leaders will reign with him, but will be
his domain. At the end of the first three and one-half years he will hav-e gain
world supremacy. The real purpose of the Tribulation will be accomplished durfa
the last three and one-half years. This period doesn't deal at all with the Chi
but rather with Israel.
It is at the end of the Tribulation the antichrist meets his doom. When the pu
poses of God in judgment have been accomplished then the man of sin must meet the
Lord. He comes to naught. There is nothing in all literature so filled with aw1
as the inspired predictions of the coming judgments of God. Zechariah said, "Be
hold, the day of the Lord cometh, and thy spoils shall be divided in the midst of
thee, for I will gather all nations against Jerusalem to battle, and the city
shall be taken, and the houses rifled, and the women ravished, and half of the ci
shall go forth into captivity, and the residue of the people shall not be cut off
from the city. Then shall the Lord go forth and fight against those nations, as
when he fought in the day of battle" (Zech. 14:1-3).
It is the day of the Lord for which all Christians are looking. Our hope is b~l
on the appearing of the Lord Jesus to take us to heaven. We know that when Qins
comes our earthly trials and sorrows will be ended. The last soul will have been
added to the Body. Then shall He take us to be with Himself, and so shall w~ ever
be with the Lord. If you have never been saved, you ought to decide for Qinst at·
once. Trust in the Lord Jesus and be saved. If death overtakes you before He ap
pears, then you will be certain of a home in heaven with Him forevermore.
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THE COMING OF RUSSIA
By:

Lehman Strauss

to study Russia and her rise to power. There are thousands of
living in the world who remember when this nation was undeveloped and
expansion. Recently the growth of Russia~~ been well-nigh un~elieving the same period o~ a_complet~ c~ange reli~iously. The recognized state
is commllllistic, atheistic materialism. One is forced to look upon the
¥ement as being unprecedented in world history.
CM

lose of World War I Russia was divided by internal revolutions. The prerong arm authoritative government is only about 50 years old. In little
one generation she has risen from a near non-entity to a position of
nquest. This extraordinary monstrosity is real. Russian power and inis being felt in every country on the earth. A dominant fact is that Rusatens to rule the world. The Soviet Union has brought lilder her control
ople than the Christian church has contacted with the gospel of Jesus Christ.
individually or collectively has succeeded in stennning the tide of commlfilisression.
deadly threat has been the major task of the diplomats and states
recent years. Some of the national leaders in the free world are scared
reason. There are now more than one billion people under communistic
• America is concerned about her future and communism's relationship to our
democracy. Must we also face a bloody purge? Will the rights of the indivbe taken away? 111ese are very real questions! Commlfilism is more than just
osophy of the havenots trying to get the possessions of those who have. It
_than a mere economic theory. The basic premise of communism is its false
tic doctrine that there is no God. Its program is Satanically inspired,
g for the control of the human race. Communism is an all-out war against
IY 1918 Russia made her first official move to declare war on God. They
afd~cr~e. in Article 12, "No church or religious association shall enjoy the
ob Judicial persons." There is no record of this edict having ever been resid ut :athe: enforced. No Sunday school or other class for the instruction
njo:endin ti1ings spiritual has ever been tolerated. Decrees similar to this
a tine by force upon any country and every country that Russia conquers. Were
no conquer America we would receive the same treatment here as every other
sow occupied by communism. 11link of living in a godless society, ruled by
ality~n!h_Tiie ~nalienable rights given by God are deprived. Atheism breeds
w id1 will ultimately destroy any nation.
0

needs to be awakened to the fact that the religion of communism isn't concommunist countries. It is slowly creeping in on us. In some areas it
15
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already seems to have a stranglehold. Practical atheism is seen on every
through spiritual indifference, crass materialism, and social innnorality ~
the minority' of God- fearing men and women and it can be said that Americ~ .
1
nation of practical atheists who live as though there were no God in existe
It might well be that the present way of life in America is Satan's soften~
process for the final blow of communism. A parable of the Lord Jesus wamsng
possibility of the corrnnunist philosophy of materialism fastening itself upon
man (Luke 12:15-21).
We are wrong in assuming that communists are only those in poverty. Many c
are weal thy, controling substantial investments in property and money. It w
Marx in his Communist Manifesto who insisted that economic forces do play the
est part in determining the course of human history. He taught that the only
things in the world are material, and that for communists a spirit world doe
even exist. 1his idea is sometimes called economic determinism. No one can
that economic forces do influence the making and molding of history. To say
they determine solely or even largely the course of history can't be establi
Poverty may have some disadvantages but riches and the desire for riches have
ed more marriages, broken more homes, and damned more souls than poverty eve
The Bible says, "the love of money is the root of all evil, which while some
eted after, they have erred from the faith and pierced themselves through wi
sorrows" (I Tim. 6: 10).
Connnunism doesn't mean to share and share alike. Under communism a few men
entire coutry. If the United States were overthrown by a communistic cotmtry
haps 15 or 20 men would rule the nation. All industry would be nationalized,
farms would be taken away from their owners, all business enterprises, small
large would be seized. Insurance companies would be dissolved so that no Arne
could receive income from any source whatever. This action would be immedia
drastic, and without appeal. These evil leaders subjugate the people, making
of them, while they live in luxury. Total communization means state ownershi
Under the dictatorship all the capitalist parties, Republican, Democrat, Pro
Socialist, will be liquidated. The masses are the slaves of the party bosses
exploit them in order to satisfy their own lust for power and worldly goods.
If the most serious defect in connnunism is its denial of God, a close second
deifying of man. Marx wrote, "1he criticism of religion ends in the doctrine
man is the supreme being for man." When a person repudiates God, he is left
fashion a god of his own thinking. Communism's premise that man is divine an
he needs no other god than himself is the height of conceit, self righteousne
blasphemy. This doctrine in Marxism gave rise to connnunism's bitter hatred o
Lord Jesus Christ. It was Lenin who pointed to a global map and declared,."
see this old world? We are going to destroy and wreck it, and upon the ruins
wreckage we will build a new world in which the connnunists shall be the god.
any power, king or god shall interfere with our plans, we shall destroy t~at
or king and smite that god." The philosophy of communism is the deificatlo~
The final apostasy at the end of the age is the blasphemous boast that man is
Antichrist, who is a mere man, sets himself up as the object of worshi~ (~I
This detestable doctrine of the deity of man, faith in oneself, the de1fy1ng'
human spirit, is the religion of connnunism.
1he goal of connnunism has its roots in lawlessness. Communist leaders have,,Pe
themselves to be masters of lawlessness. Paul describes the lawless one ~ h
opposeth," meaning, "He who sets himself over against." Atheistic corrnnun1sm
its followers to oppose God and to set themselves against all nations and peop.
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t think as they think.

The antichrist is described further as one who
He is against
concept of deity. The principle of lawlessness, so characteristic in
m, will finally become embodied in the antichrist, the man of lawlessness.

~~elf above all that is called God or that is worshipped.

friends we are fast approaching the last days • I do believe the return
Lord is drawing very near. I make no predictions; the Bible doesn't permit
I believe it is possible that many of you will be 1iving when the Saviour
I don't expect to die. I am not saying that I will not die, but I beis possible and even probable that the Lord will return in the lifetime of
eration. And, until He does come, or until death overtakes us, let us pray
will give us the grace, courage and all means to herald the Gospel of His
d grace throughout the world.

·i

THE COMING WORLD CHURCH
has been a new and perhaps revolutionary struggle taking place within Christduring recent years. Sparked by the efforts of the late Pope John and strengtha large number of Protestant groups, the movement to unite in a Ecumenvement into one universal church has been making remarkable progress. The
an organization whose influence will reach out to the whole inhabited earth.
rerun was in the minds of church leaders as far back as 1910 at the World Canon Missionary Cooperation at Edinburgh. Fifteen years later this was the
for discussion at the Universal Christian Counsel at Stockholm. Then, two
later, at Luzanne, the World Conference on Faith and Order stated that to
a connnon ground of belief it was time to rethink church doctrines and tradiwhere differences existed. This led to the inauguration of the World Council
~erdam, August 23, 1948. Their avowed desire was to promote the growth of
cal consciousness in the members of all churches. For more than 50 years the
of an organic union between church groups has risen to prominence.
Olreni~al fervor sustained its momentum through the second assembly of the

C?Wlcil of Churches at Evanston in 1954. This was repeated again through the
~rd assembly in New Delhi. Denominations are no longer pulling apart; they
ng together. There are those who predict that in 75 years historians will
ofn the establishment of the World Council of Churches as the most significant
0 the 20th century.

\th~, design of this super-church? The appeal is for an ecumenical church based
t~r

s ~tatement in John 17: 22, "That they may be one, even as we are one."

amo e believe: must admit that Protestantism has been split into many segments.
~gGevangelicals there continues to be a widespread splintering of the true

a~ityod. We must deplore the unnecessary strife and division resulting over
exi t clash~s . . Too often there is a proud ambition for power and selfishness
r

: 5 · This sinful separation was lamented and exposed in the early church
• 1 . 11-13).

~~'t
1

overlook the fact that the unity which the ecumenical movement seeks isn't
the Bible teaches. Theirs would be a union which is organizational, visi17

ble, and hierarchical, and which u~timately ~ill br~ng all reli¥ions tmder the'
thori ty of a super- church. The unity of believers in Jesus Christ, as tau
the New Testament, is a spiritual unity brought to pass and made experimenr1t
by the indwelling of the Holy Spirit. , The aggregate of all true believers ~l
Lord Jesus is the Church, which is Christ's body (Eph. 1: 22 ,23). God's e n
church already exists and is functioning (Eph. 4:4). The only possible way
be added to Christ's Church is to receive by faith the Saviour. No one can j
Church, but rather one is joined to it the moment he believes.
The modem ecumenical movement's use of John 17 as a basis for a world church
gross misuse of Scripture. These very people whom our Lord prayed for were a
time hated by the world. They definitely weren't a part of this earthly syst
was praying for believers and for all which shall believe on Him (Jn. 17:20
unity is based on a spiritual relationship created by the Holy Spirit in pe~p
have been born again. It is wrong to bring about organic union between saved
unsaved people (II Cor. 6:14ff). There can never be organic union apart from
trinal agreement and a true, experiential knowledge of Jesus Christ.

z
1

For quite some time there has been serious doubts that our civilization cans
many more generations. This fear has been spreading ever since the developrnen
the H-bomb which threatens to wipe out our present civilization. Striving for
peace is always worthy and noble. Still every student of Scripture should kn
a union of all religions isn't the method by which this can be achieved.
At the first century ecl.Illlenical council in the city of Jerusalem the purposes
God were made crystal clear through the Apostle James. God is presently visit
nations through His Church, saving individuals regardless of their nationality,
or color. Those who are being saved are at the same time added to Christ's Ch:
(Acts 15:13,14). After this time the Lord Jesus will return to build again the
tabernacle of David (Acts 15, 16,17). After God has taken out from among the
a people for His name, the Saviour will return establishing His kingdom of pe
the earth. The church will never bring in this Kingdom simply because this isn
God's plan. Let the Church fulfill her mission of preaching and teaching the
to the uttermost part of the earth.
Dr. Herman Hoyt, President of Grace Theological Seminary, stated, "The ecumeni
situation today is accurately described as a jigsaw puzzle. Its vast dimensi
its subtle devices, its motivating dynamic and its intertwining and interlockin:
lationships reach beyond that point where any unaided human being is quite able
comprehend the total situation. Apart from the floodlight of the Word of God,
ecumenical movement will continue to remain a jigsaw puzzle.''
1

The leaders in the modem ecumenical movement have been deluded into being side
ed from the major function of Christ's true Church. They work industriously in
rights programs, labor unions, politics, industry, international probleJ?S, ~d
erous other civic affairs, including agitation against America's partic1pat1on
war. This is meddling in affairs outside the domain and duty of Christ's. true
The Lord never intended that His Church should play an heroic role in saving the
world from its social ills. The ecumenical program has no message to the unsa .
person who is sick with the malady of sin, perishing without a Saviour. Its foo..
reach gives the impression that it is concerned exclusively with its own sel ·p
servation.
Wherever Christ's Gospel is preached in truth social conditions always ~IIII?rove.
Don't ever charge the true Church of the Lord Jesus Christ with being disintere5
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affairs. True believers are conceITied about the social ills of this
WhY doesn't the world church do something about the sin question? The
~n and women are totally neglected.
eTil ecumenical movement there is a growing tendancy to downgrade the Bible
jnspired and infallible Word of God. New Testament records show that the
of the early dmrch was her complete reliance on Holy Scripture, always
t to the Word in matters of faith and practice. The modeITI church movebeing dangerously deluded. The~e are needy s?uls, hungering for_ the Bread
but given little talks about higher wages, disannament, the nation's for~icy federal aid to education, civil rights, urban renewal, book reviews,
forth. The blind are only leading the blind. People all across this cmmtry
telY need spiritual help. Already the ecumenical leaders have tossed out so
ta1 and necessary ingredients so as to be left holding a pot of weak broth
tains no balm for sinsick souls. The result is a creeping paralysis that
oming many of our denominations. Can we take a hodgepodge of doctrines, dee' denials and disbeliefs, toss them into a common melting pot and call
nical soup Christianity? Is there any biblical justification for indentiis strange mixture with the New Testament Church? The answer is a clear

ain ''no.''

y Oi.ristians were of one faith and one doctrine. They surrendered to the
p of Jesus Christ and to the fact that the Saviour was the sovereign Head of
ch. They acknowledged one corrnnission, namely to proclaim salvation in Christ
uttennos t parts of the earth. May that be our conswning goal as well today!

g .world super-church is known to many people as the ecumenical church movetlus hour. Many church historians regard the dawn and development of the
cal movement to have ushered in what they themselves call the ecumenical
New Testament prophetically anticipates and literally describes just such
God's record in His Word still stands with its clear fulfillment before
eyes.

ation 13 two beasts appear on the scene. The first rises out of the sea
. The ~econd comes up out of the earth (vs. ll}. The first is the antichrist,
ives his power and authority from the dragon (vs. 2). At this point there
(.:,ecessary and important observations. First, Revelation 13 has to do with
al.5 • 4,_8, 12, 15). Second, the prophecies in this chapter won't reach
fulfillment lilltil after Christ has taken His own Church to heaven. This
post-rapture scene. Third, the devil is the person who is being worcR 4). The dragon is c1ear1y identified as that 01d serpent ca11ed the devil
ev • ~2 : ?) . This pass age shows plainly that this religious sys tern is
1e~~rt -wide in ~ts outreach (vs. 3) • Again in verse 8, "All, that dwell
chu ~hall ~orship him." The whole inhabited earth will belirought under
~ ! having at its head a man controlled by Satan himself. There
chur~ce for peopl':' on earth at that time. No one can say in that hour,
of your choice." This ecumenical movement will reach its highest

cv!
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organizational peak. It will be the only church recognized by world
Unhappily none of its members will be saved. Its worshippers don't h~~ve
written in the Book of Life (Rev. 13:8).
e
The antichrist is the Satan-controlled man of lawlessness (II 1hess. z: 4)
deify. himself and demand w~rship of all on the. earth. ~atan' s chief busn;
religion after all. God d1dn' t create the devil as he is now, just as man
now in his original state. God didn't create a sinner; man became sinful
ly Lucifer became the devil (Isa. 14: 13, 14). Why did Satan try to dethr,
and usurp His throne? The Bible has the answer in the story of Oirist's
From a high mountain the devil showed our Lord the kingdoms of this world .
said to Him, "All these will I give thee, if thou wilt fall down and worsh
(Matt. 4:9; Luke 4:7). 1he one thing the devil wanted was worship. 'Ihat
been and still is his ambition. The great contest today is over the wars
man. It is clear that the modern ecumenical movement is the devil's super
through which he seeks to achieve his nefarious goal.
1

The domain of this super-church is suggested first by the word "great" in
17:1. This refers to her power, position, and prominence. It describes
size of this tremendous system that has developed through the years lllltil
reached gigantic proportions. She is further designated as "the great who·
sitteth upon many waters" (17:1). "The waters •••• are peoples, and rnultit
nations, and tongues" (vs. 15). The symbolism represents a world organiza·
an influence that has spread to every land, people and language. Her auth
will penetrate to the remotest parts of the earth. The absoluteness of the
of this great church is discovered in the words of verse 3, "And I saw a w1
upon a scarlet-colored beast." This is the same personality as Revelation
The antichris t is the final ruler of the world before dlris t corres. The t
are ten kings (17: 12) , comprising the federation which becomes the final e:
power. That the whore rides the beast shows her control over this organiza'
nations. Even though they hate her (17:16), they do for a time bow their
her false religious system. This unholy alliance is called fornication (17
. ally the ecumenical movement is prostituting religion is order to achieve
That is why God calls her the harlot. Every misuse of sex is selfish. E
who cohabits with men other than the one to whom she is lawfully married
holy purpose for marriage. This produces illegitimate offspring, a mixture
result only in confusion and degeneration. As the mother of harlots (vs. 5
the original source of this evil, .mothering a whole brood of prostitutes.
ciated with such abominations will be vile and loathsome practices, false
pagan rites, and hideous perversions.
Her dominion is characterized by her wealth (Rev. 17:4). She is arrayed in
and holds vast stores of treasure in her possession. Any person who_ trave
this vast wealth in the many church buildings, altars, shrines, hospitals?
colleges, and universities, seminaries, banking, oil and even the liquor
Religion is tied up with wealth and is indeed by business. Little wond~r .
of the earth are flirting with this harlot. They see her hundreds of m:Ih
members representing numerical strength and billions of dollars, which is a
percentage of the world's wealth.
The prophetic Scriptures present a picturesque description of the futur: ~f
world church. The apocalyptic outlook isn't at all promising. The devil 5
is doomed. 1he instrument of her destruction will be the antichrist and
kings who have come to world power (Rev. 17:16). The inspiration to <lest
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imately from God Himself (Rev. 17:17). As in times past, so once again
aJ<es the wrath of man to praise Him. He is working all things after the
f1 His own will (Eph. 1:11). 'Ihe nations of the world turn upon this all~ religious sys~e~ to overthrow and totally annihi~ate her. 'Ih~ biblical
tiOll of this religious monster demands that she be Judged by Alnughty God.
oughts aren't man' s though ts • There are reported!y more than 400 different
in the United States. Be sure that the day of divine reckoning nrust
\

note the intensity of the destruction of this super-church (Rev. 17:16).
In one hour she is made desv. 18: 19). Her day of sorrow will surely come. All state and federal
ce will be withdrawn, including political. financial and military aid. 'Ihe
urch will come to naught. Barrenness will be the word to describe the
ligious monstrosity when God judges her. "She shall be made naked." 'Ihe
ed iS the Greek word from which our word "gymnast" is derived. A gymnist
all unnecessary clothing, thereby leaving off the outer garments of beauty
ry which attract. Our Lord says to her, "Thou sayest I am rich and inwith goods, and have need of nothing; knowest not that thou art wretched,
erab le, and poor, and blind, and naked?" (Rev. 3: 17) .

ted political power shall make her desolate.

friends, you can be rich in Christ today. I am not asking you to join a
Which local church you belong to is· none of my business. I am appealing
, on the basis of the Word of God, to make certain that you have personally
d the Lord Jesus Olrist and that you are a member of the Saviour's true
If you have never been born again, believe on the Lord Jesus Christ now,
ou shalt be saved.
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REIGN OF CHRIST
By :

Lehman Strauss

One of the most thrilling parts of prophecy deals with the literal corning rei
Christ on earth. TI1e time element of this earthly reign is found in the Bible
We read, "Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the first resurrection 00
the second death hath no power; but they shall be pries ts of God and of chris
shall reign with him a thousand years" (Rev. 20: 6). The thousand years is the
in Scripture which represents that golden age in which our Lord shall retuTil
His saints, visible and bodily, to establish His kingdom on earth. This is Ci
rnonly known as the "millennium." This is a compound Latin word meaning a th
sand years. While the specific word "millennium" itself is nowhere fmmd in
Bible, yet in Revelation 20 we read six times that the kingdom age will last a
thousand years.
Take a look at a panoramic view. The Lord will come in the air, at which time
Bride, the Church, will be caught up to meet Hirn (I 'Ihess. 4:16,17). This is
gathering unto Hirn known as the Rapture. It is the comforting hope of all who
been born again. Irrnnediately after this there will commence that seven year
known as the Tribulation. 'Ihis is designated in Scripture as "the corning hour
temptation," "the time of Jacob's trouble," and "the overspreading of abominat
There is no specific word as to whether the Tribulation will cormnence inunedia
after the Rapture. It is possible that there could be a time lapse before the
beginning of Daniel's seventieth week. We may be sure that the Church won't
the world when the Tribulation is ushered in (Rev. 3:10). War, iniquity, and
lessness will increase more and more with civil governments corning under the
and influence of Satan. It is after the Tribulation that Christ will descend
His previously raptured saints to reign for 1,000 years. Because we believe
corning of our Lord must be before the millennium, we are known as pre-rnillenn
Kingdom truth is revealed in both the Old and the New Tes tarnents. The time
method of the fulfillment is plainly taught in Scripture. Some people err in
fusing the Kingdom with the Church. We must not fail to distinguish between
two. God's purpose for this age is the building of His Church. The Kingdom '
be established until the King comes back. We are living today in the Ornrch
the dispensation of the grace of God. The word "church" in the Greek language
"ecclesia," and it means "the called-out ones." In this age our Lord offers a
full and free salvation to all men. He calls out from the people of the wor~d
who will trust His Son. The message of salvation is that the Gentiles sho~l
fellow heirs and of the same Body and partakers of the same promise in Chnst
the Gospel (Eph. 3:6).
In contrast to the gradual building of the Church, the Kingdom is set u~ ~ud~e:
when Messiah returns. The Church age began with the sufferings and hUID1l1~t 1
Christ on earth, and the Church shares with Hirn in His humiliation. The King'
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·f st the glory of Christ.

The prophet searched diligently into the Spiwhen he testified beforehand the sufferings of Christ and the glory
ald follow (I Peter. 1:10,11). The kingdom will be a manifestation of
:1regal splendor and glory when He shall sit on the throne of His majesty.
1 ~ing

tor}' and the future of I~rael cannot be rightly understood_ unless it is
from the Kingdom standpoint •. Both Jesus and John the Baptist preached~ "Refor the kingdom of heaven is at hand" (Matt. 3: 2; 4: 17) • Then the King
'ring Himself to Israel, but Israel rejected her King, and the Kingdom was
d. It isn't the gospel of the Kingdom that we are preaching today; it is
pel of the grace of God.
the Rapture of the Church Jewish evangelists will once more preach the gospel
Kingdom. After the Tribulation the King will return. He won't offer Himbe rejected in that day. Then He shall rule with a rod of iron (Ps. 2:1-3;
26 27; 12:5). The distinguishing characteristic of the Church age is grace;
t~guishing characteristic in the Millennium will be righteousness. The
of God is withholding judgment today, and that is why God permits evil. In
gdom age all the powers of evil are subdued. We must not fail to distinguish
the Church and the Kingdom. Otherwise confusion will reign supreme.
every precautionary measure against "spiritualizing" the Davidic throne
is to be rebuilt at Jerusalem. In the final analysis the Kingdom of God can
ined as any sphere over which the Lord rules. Certainly there is no area in
or hwnan life over which He doesn't rule. In one sense, the Church is inin the Kingdom simply because God is sovereign over His Church. But the
isn't the Kingdom any more than Philadelphia is Pennsylvania. Just as Phila. a is in Pennsylvania and comes under the authority of that state, so the
is in-the Kingdom since it is under the authority of the King.
·ngdom of God isn't interpreted in terms of territory only. The Apostle Paul
, '_'For the kingdom of God is not meat and drink, but righteousness, and peace,
oy rn the Holy Ghost" (Rom. 14:17). In John 3:3 we read, "Except a man be
ag~n, he cannot see the kingdom of God." The moment we were born again we
d into the spiritual sphere of the Kingdom of God. Neither Christ's virgin
nor Ilis literal reign on earth can be spiritualized without doing violence to
aws of biblical interpretation. The Bible is to be interpreted literally. Even
ynDols are there to illustrate literal truth. In many of our Protestant pule have men today who unfortunately are spiritualizing important aspects of
e revelation.
prophetic Scriptures present the person and work of Christ in full. He is seen
g meek, as a sacrificial Lamb, and mighty, as a resistless lion. As the Lamb
0
~!~ was to see His sufferings; as the Lion, the world will view His sovereignty
th.25,26). The Apostle Peter wrote concerning the sufferings of Christ and the
c . at should ~ollow (I Pet. 1: 11). These two events blend perfectly with the
~ngs_of Christ (Zech. 9:9; Isa. 53:7). The New Testament confirms the mesCh ~saiah as having direct reference to Christ (Acts 8:32-35). It is imperative
~1 }t comes again to rule as King, as the resistless, conquering Lion of the
0
not udah, of the Root of David, who hath prevailed (Rev. 5:5). The nations
yet seen the fierceness of His wrath (Rev. 19:15,16).

as

.

antiv~n to David to see this two-fold revelation of Christ. Certain of the
es ~ salms such as 22 and 24 ~ depict both scenes (Ps. 69: 20 ,21). These proecorded by David were literally fulfilled in the sufferings of Christ. By
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the Holy Spirit David spoke another prophecy which awaits fulfillment wh
Saviour comes back to earth with His saints. In the words of God we hea~n ,
covenant will I not break, nor alter the thing that is gone out of my lip'·
have I sworn by my holiness that I will not lie unto David. His seed sha~i
forever, and his throne as the sun before me" (Ps. 89: 34) .

l·t.

We sometimes overlook the importa~ce of God's promise to David regarding his
and throne. We cannot say that the promises to David already have been fulfi
in Christ. The Davidic throne and covenant hold an important place in dete
the purposes of God. He was promised by the Lord, ''And when thy days be ful
and thou shalt sleep with thy fathers, I will set up thy seed after thee wh
shall proceed out of thine own body, and I will establish his kingdom. He sh
build an house for my name, and I will establish the throne of his kingdom £
I will be his father, and he shall be my son. If he cornrni t iniquity, I will
him with the rod of men, and with the stripes of the children of iren; but my
shall not depart away from him, as I took it from Saul, whom I put away befo
And thine house and thy kingdom shall be established forever before thee; thy
shall be established forever" (II Sam. 7: 12-16).
1

It is clear that after David dies God will raise up the throne and establish
ever. This can't be spiritualized! That such hasn't been established we JlllS
If David and his posterity needed chastening, God would surely handle it, but
clear that the covenant could never be nullified (Ps. 89:30ff). Jesus Oirist
one day establish on this earth a literal reign from David's throne.
We certainly can't look to a world betterment program through politics ors
refonn. If a utopia is to corne--and thank God, it will corne--it must occur
the personal return of the Lord Jesus Christ. No one else can bring peace to
earth and solve its social ills. I would urge upon you, if you don't know
Lord Jesus Christ, remember, "Behold now is the accepted time, behold now is
day of salvation." Open your heart, trust Christ at once, and God will save
"For whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord, shall be saved."

In the first 16 verses of Matthew 1 there is traced the genealogy which shews
God kept His word in raising up David's greater Son. Mary, the mother of Jes
likewise a descendant of David. No matter how we view the birth of Christ,
entitled to the throne. No doubt David looked to Solomon for the fulfillment
God's promise. But Solomon's reign ended in failure. One day Christ rode in
city of David to offer Himself to the people as their king. Their cries of '
were all hollow and unreal. Soon that same rriob shouted angrily, "Crucify
Hirn!" The Messiah's coming ended in crucifiction. The grave couldn't hold f
blessed Saviour. He arose triumphant and is now seated at the right hand 0
majesty on high, waiting the fulfillment of Psalm 110:1, The Lord said un~o
Lord, Sit thou at my right hand, until I make thine enemies thy footstool.
The right to rule will never be transferred to anyone else. God has rese!Y~d
holy privilege for David's Son according to the flesh, our Lord Jesus Chris
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we believe that the Davidic covenant is to be fin~l~y fu~fil~ed littlie kingdom set up here on ea:th· When He retums visibly it will be
f the "smiting stone," of Daniel's prophecy (2: 44). In Acts 2: 20-31,
g 0 learly that God will raise up Jesus to sit on David's throne and that
tes
c
·
· · " God
· would
be "according to the fl esh , not accor d mg
to th e spirit.
By faith David foresaw the Lord Jesus always
5 Himself (Jer. 33:20,21).
i~face, and in his faith he believed in Christ's resurrection and subsequent

~

)

tiJlleS in the Bible we read about the thrones. of the Lord. Sin<;:e God is eterhad no beginni~g, ~ conclude that somewhere in heave~ h: had His eternal
•"Jbe Lord is rn his holy temp le , the Lord' s throne is rn heaven" (Ps • ll: 4) ,
the Son shared the eternal throne with the Father, for Christ is et:ernal.
5 by his disobedience, became a guilty lost sinner, the Son left the throne
'to this earth , His foots too1. He exchanged His crown for the cross to purlos t world. Christ didn't come because He had nothing else to do. "The Son
~not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to give His life a ransom

another prophecy in the Bible that must be fulfilled. It is the reign of
Jesus Christ on the earth. One day that throne, which was eternal in the
, will be established among men, and Christ shall reign. The millennial reign
be viewed correctly unless we have a clear understanding of God's promises
· g the land of Palestine. Most certainly Israel has a definite earthly possWhen God guided Abraham into Canaan He made this promise, "Unto thy seed
give this land" (Gen. 12: 7). This was no mere casual mentioning of the earthritance of Palestine, for the promise is repeated many times later on (Gen.
48: 3 ,4). No one questions that God has punished Israel for her unfaithfulness
sobedience. But the chastening of Jehovah doesn't disannul His promises that
nercy will regather Israel to the promised land (Jer. 31:8,10).
resting word, "Zion" appears well over 100 times in the Old Testament. In
and Isaiah it is found most frequently. In the New Testament there is the
tenn only rendered "Si on." In my own mind there is no question about the refermean~ng ~e earthly city of Jerusalem. When Moses and the prophets spoke of Zion,
had rn mrnd an earthly, visible city. This was established by David upon Mount
as the abode of Jehovah. It was the theocratic center of divine government
out all the earth. Even when used in a symbolic sense, Zion, meaning the "kingBfbGod," alwa)'.'s cent:rs in th: literal Jerusalem. There are many references in
1 le concerning Christ's coming again to Jerusalem.
consider a brief description of the coming kingdom of Christ on the earth.
Satan will be bound. The character of the millennium is plainly des0~m all
the Word of God. When our Lord returns to earth with His own, Satan will be
1:\to the abyss during that one-thousand year period (Rev. 20:1). There can be
ha golden age while the devil is free. Since he was cast out of heaven, the
as been busy seeking to des troy everything that has in it the semblance of
~~ f1d tr:ie righteousness. During the millennium his pci.ver to operate shall be
rom him. Satan has been the world's greatest deceiver (Rev. 12:9).

~ ~0 . think

1

that the Kingdom is to be ushered in through the preaching of the
r be ail to ~ee that a warless world in which righteousness and justice rule can
e . a reality as long ~ Satan is free to carry our his wiles. Tue author of
~~
1 ihe father of lies, has duped some men into believing that evil in the earth
ess and less until it has vanished completely. This is simply wishful
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thinking. There is no such doctrine in the Bible. Sin began with the dev·
will run its course until Jesus Christ comes back again to restrain the wi~i
Jude tells of such chains, actually holding demons now (Jude 6), which not
angels can break.. The chains by which. Satan ~s bound.aren't the temporal
ones of man's making, but the everlasting chains fashioned by God Himself
is cast into the "abyss" for a thousand years. Don't confuse the bottoml~ss
with hell. The general belief that Satan has been in hell isn't true. He h
been there and he will not reach that lake of fire until after the millermi
20: 10).

m:

A second characteristic of the millennium will be justice. You certainly c
this as long as the devil is footloose and fancy-free. There is a coming day,
justice shall prevail (Jer. 23:5). The world could do with a demonstration
partiality and equity. Many men have been fired with the ambition to rule
Lucifer was the first to aspire to such dominion. This led to his downfall.
earthly potentate has conquered the world only the Lord Jesus Christ can cl ·
right. Earthly rulers are biased and partial, but never is there injustice
In the golden age, the King of kings, who is the omniscient and all-wise One
judge with righteousness and reprove with equity (Isa. ll:4). No police for1'
witnesses will be needed by the King.
The reign of Christ will be a time of safety on earth (Mic. 4:4; Ezk. 34:25;
65: 25). The King will see to it that we are exempt from hurt and injury. We
need to fear attack from the lower animal creation. All creatures will be s
This safety also includes our security from bodily sickness (Isa. 33:24). 11
in the Kingdom age will only be for those who insist upon rebelling against
Extension of life, with a prolonging of days, will also be a part of it. Whi
will be possible for man to sin against God during the millennium, his behavi
be excellent compared to what it is today. The devil will be out of the way
a man dies at the age of a hundred, such a death will be looked upon as the ·
a child (Isa. 65:20). God will act judicially in the millennium against all
against Him. All who submit to His righteous rule will enjoy safety and se

1

The Kingdom age will be a warless world. Under the perfect rule of the Prin
peace conflicts will cease and nations shall no more teach methods of wafare.
shall judge among the nations and rebuke many people who "shall beat their SW
into ploughshares and their spears into pruning hooks; nation shall not lift
against nation, neither shall they learn war anymore" (Isa. 2:4). As this a
toward its close , these wars and rumors of wars will intensify in frequency
size. Peace treaties will contain statements about a war to end all wars, bu
is all accorcling to man's planning. Permanent peace will never come until thi
returns bodily to take over the reigns of government.

1

We look foruard to a day when the earth shall be covered with the knowledge o
Lord as the waters cover the sea. The new covenant looks ahead to the mille:
when the whole house of Israel shall know Messiah. God had said through the
of his prophet, "The ox knoweth his own earth, and the ass his master's crib,
Israel doth not know" (Isa. 1: 3). Today, as believers, we know Him. In a c .
day the whole earth shall be filled with the knowledge of the glory of the Lo
2:14). There will be no further need for evangelizing the world then; no nee
gospel broadcasts and Bible teaching telecasts. In that day the world shall
the truth because Jesus Christ Himself shall reign.
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ARMAGEDDON
By:

Lehman Strauss

some subjects in the Bible which aren't easy to think about. No one likes
ce the coming of doom and destruction. While the future is bright with proor all who have trusted the Saviour, yet there is a dark side for those who
taken this step of faith. There will be a coming horrible devastation and
death. This mighty conflict is referred to in the Bible as Armageddon, a
ich appears only once in Scripture (Rev. 16:16). By translation the name
'motD1tain of slaughter."
eteITlal councils of God there is a place in the valley of Mageddo where King
of the southeTI1 kingdom of Judah was mortally wounded (II Chron. 3S:22-24).
where the most awful conflict of the ages will take place. Human history
tten in the blood of millions who have died on the world's battlefields, as
those who have perished in the horrible aftermaths. Someone has estimated
11 over 600,000,000 deaths have occurred on the fields of battle, while milmore were left hopelessly wolllded to suffer disfigurement and crippling effects
fe. Famine, pestilence and suffering have followed every conflict. Today aptely one-third of the world's population is facing starvation. Look into
can history and you will find that our own nation has averaged a war about
25 years scarcely a generation has passed in which this so called Christian
hasn't sent its young men into battle. Still we can see absolutely no hope
ace in this land or in any other country before the personal retuTI1 of our
Jesus Christ to the earth.
sincere attempts have been made to put an end to war. Peace pacts by the scores
been made between nations. Committees and organizations have been formed to esh tranquility on earth. Every attempt, no matter how sincere, bold and innovahas. been.fruitless. Despite the craving for something higher than bloodshed
rat1onal1sm, apart from the plain teaching of God's Word, is destined to
• No am?un~s of wishful thinking about abolishing war will ever bring it to
Th oug~ millions pledge themselves to non-violence this, too, is unproductive.
~ thdye Un1ted_Nations organization carries on its money-spending progam, nations
a to sprmg at one another like savage beasts.

ins .

.

d P 1 ~ed writers of the Old Testament encouraged such an era of universal peace.
L1 00 e~ beyond the strife of earth to a blissful season of peace as he penned,
ahord will bless his people with peace" (Ps. 29: ll; 72: 3) • The mighty prophet
e ~nc~uraged the nation when he promised, "And all thy children shall be taught
has or ' and great shall be the peace of thy children" (Is a. S4: 13; SS: 12) •
norasfslured unspeakable blessing in an era when people won't have to fight their
ee from them.
rophet Jeremiah, even while Judah was in captivity in Babylon, comforted them
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with the words of the Lord, ''For I know the though ts that I think toward
the Lord, though ts of peace, and not of evil, to give you an expected endf.(
29: ll). The larger application of this tru0 h~ to do with Israel's pennani
peace in her own land (Jer. 33:6). The predictions of the post-exilic proph .
proof sufficient that God has a plan for world peace. Haggai forsees "The e
of this latter house shall be greater than of the fonner •.•• and in this pea
I give peace" (Hagg. 2:9). All of God's methods are progressive so that the
of the nations for peace couldn't be fulfilled lilltil God had dealt with all
for their sin. Haggai was a prophet of encouragement. Have you noticed in
2: 7 that phrase "the desire of all nations?" Whenever I write that word "
I do so with a capital "D." The long-desired peace must come through the 1
sired Person, Israel's -Messiah and our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, the
Peace (Isa. 9:6).
At the nativity of Jesus, the angelic host annolillced, "Glory to God in the
and on earth, peace, good will toward men." Men refused the Prince of pea
alone had the one sure plan to secure lasting peace on earth. This expla·
there is no peace on the earth today. Wars and nunors of wars have persist,
the last 1900 years, for as to men, "The way of peace had they not known" (
God is permitting men to reap the fruits of their own planting (Matt. 10:34
opposition to the truth and lillbelief prevail there can be no peace.
The military sign is but one of the many indications of our times. Jesus s
Matthew 2 4: 6, "And ye shall hear of wars and nunors of wars." He also pre
famines, pestilences, earthquakes in diverse places. As He envisioned this
age, Jesus told that it would be characterized by a succession of wars, inc
global conflagrations involving all nations. While World Wars I and II we
ing conflicts, yet the worst is still ahead. No one can deny that with the
of time wars have grown in intensity and furor exactly as the Bible has p
One last great conflict will end all wars. It is possible that some living
earth today will be here to suffer and die in what Scripture calls Annage
will take place at the close of the Tribulation when Christ returns in pers
His saints. The preparation for Armageddon is described in Revelation 16:1
The consurrnnation of this battle is given in Revelation 19: ll-21. Annaged
be the fulfillment of the smiting stone of Daniel's prophecy (2: 35). Addit
the prophecies of Isaiah (10 ,34) and Zechariah (chapter 10) show that the f:
conflict will be only by God's appointment. The armies of men will be mars
by the satanically-inspired beast of the 10-kingdom western empire. I belii
armies of the United States will be transported to join them. This will be
global war according to God's plan.
Geographically the place where this all happens is known as the Valley of
It is situated in central Palestine on the edge of the great plains of Esd
of Jezreel. It is named at least 12 times in the Bible. Look at a map,
see that it lies between the Mediterranean Sea and the Jordan River. It is
tegic location between Asia Minor and Egypt. That rich valley that has wi
rise of many civilizations will one day behold the total overthrow of the
the world. The armies of millions of men will be gathered, but before hel1
loose heaven intervenes. A one-sided victory by the Lord Jesus Christ ~ver
hoardes of the devil will be inevitable. These forces which gather against
salem will come from the whole earth (Joel 3:2; Zeph; Zech. 12:3; 14:2,3)th
nations will gather with the evil determination to wipe out Jehovah's ear
Many people see only one side of God's nature, namely His love, mercy and
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~alterable

sow~ng

pa~s
h~s peop~e fro~ Phar:;io~,

verlook our Lord's holiness and justice. 'Ibere is a consistent teachlaw of
and reaping •. Sin
wages. When God mir51ayed the entire Egyptian anny and delivered
"'Ihe Lord is a man of war" (Ex. 15: 3). God will do it again. Vivid prodepict the awful devastation, such as fire, to be inflicted upon the
srael (Zech. 12:6). No better symbol could be chosen for the presence of
fire Both the Old and New Testaments teach that the "Lord thy God is a
(Duet. 4: 24; Heb. 12: 29). At Annageddon, through fire, God will
e controversy with the nations regarding the rejected sovereignty of His
i.ord Jesus Christ. All power, including atomic, belongs to the Almighty.
ave discovered how to harness it, but not until Annageddon will the earth
e full strength of fire from heaven (II Pet. 3:7-14).

~res

fir~"

Annageddon every unsaved person should pause and consider his need of
the Lord Jesus Christ. II 'Ibessalonians 1: 7 prophesies, "'Ibe Lord Jesus
revealed from heaven with his mighty angels, in flaming fire taking vengeem that ]mow not God, and that obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ;
be punished with everlasting destruction from the presence of the Lord, and
gloIY of his power." What soleIIID words of what terrible judgment await all
after Christ has taken His own saved ones out of this world. Divine reis inevitable • 'Ibe Apostle J olm fores aw the future , "And the fourth ange 1
this vial upon the sun, and pc:Mer was given unto him to scorch men with
nen were scorched with great heat, 'and they blasphemed the name of God,
th power over these plagues, and they repented not, to give him glory" (Rev.
This is Annageddon. How awful will be the torture ! HCM terrible the pain
settles His quarrel with the nations respecting obedience to the gospel
• Christ will be victorious and all the redeemed will share His victories.
o have rejected Christ, hear the Word of the Lord. "'Ibeir flesh shall conthey stand upon their feet, and their eyes shall consume away in their
d their tongues shall consume away in their mouth" (Zech. 14: 12). 'Ibe afterthe bombs dropped in Hiroshima and Nagasaki will have been light affliction
to Annageddon. Trust the Saviour nc:M and escape the awful certain judg-

whil~
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PANEL DISCUSSION
Panel: Vft. Ch<Ue, Vft. FunbeJtg, and Vft. Suthe!tland
Q. "Collld you pleMe explain Hebfte()J,6 13: 17 6oft me? Vou .tlU.A mean that pe
do eveJttjthlng a p<Utoft .oay.o? Suppo.oe he doun 't appftove 06 a ChwUa.n wo
.oide the lac.al c.hUJtch in .oome a.theft Chwtian oftganization, .ouch M Chle..d E
,{_/.) m oft &ble Study Feilo{)J6 hlp. "
A. The passage teaches us, "Obey them that have the rule over you." In the
nal Greek the idea is "Obey your leaders," and doesn't mean governmentally b
those in the church. Further we are exhorted, "and submit yourselves: for
watch for your souls, as they that must give account, that they may do it wi
and not with grief: for that is unprofitable for you."
The local congregation is certainly God's will for today.
lished headship. Pastors have a tremendous responsibility in watching out
spiritual welfare of their people. In most eve!)' single case their desire ·
maturation in the faith. By obeying them doesn't mean that you are smaller
important than they are. The point is, there has to be order. To do anyth ·
pastor says would make this interpretation far too broad. The reference fi
concerns things in the church. Suppose a pastor states that you should give
thing you earn to his church, even though you have a relative who is a missi
davn in South America. She is doing a marvelous work, but in essence, the p
says you shouldn't support her. To make such a declaration wouldn't be in
as an lllder- shepherd. The man would be acting as a dictator. As such he has
to lord it over the congregation. Certainly the majority of preachers woul~
that. We believe there are many worthwhile and outstanding Christian orgam
such as Olild Evangelism Fellowship, Bible Study Fellowship, Christian Women
the Gideons, Christian Businessmen's Corrnnittees, and so forth. This doesn't
that people are to neglect their duties in the church. We shouldn't be aI:?s.
the local congregation even though there are a lot of wonderful other act1v1
available on the outside.

Q. "On a ftec.ent bftoadc.a,ot you had a mu.oage c.onc.eJtning love to ou!t 6e1.low
What .ohollld my o.,t;CU:ude be towaJtd tho.o e who aJte bfteak.ing oUJt law.o eveJty da1J /
live.o? M a matteft 06 6ac.t, they even make thuft living doing .oo. Vou Go
mU6.t love them?"
A. There is difference between loving and liking a person. There is ~lso ~
ence between loving an individual and at the same time hating what he is dol
This is the secret of the problem. Through Christ we are to love those who.
breaking our laws, while we have eve!)' right to abhor that which they do whi ,
so sinful. We ought to vote them out of office if we possibly can. We shoo1
leaders who are law- abiding citizens. Remember that when Jesus Christ ~ov~d
me, we were breaking eve!)' law of God, violating eve!)' rule the Lord laid
1
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ioved us that He gave of H:i111self, even while despising what we were doing
was so sinful. Now it is our privilege to love those who are breaking the
lfhile tho::ougJ;lY hating what they are involved with. So, keep in mind this
ant distinction.

It' .6 ,{,ncAedLble :tha;t :the eftil.dll.en o6 I .6 IU1ei. u:t up and woM Mpped a golden
.6hoidlLJ a 6:teJL W-i;tne6.6,{,ng :the U v,{,ng God pelt 6Ofl.m :the mo.6 :t wo nde1t 6ul o 6 aU
40

,{,n ;the paJtting o 6 :the Red Sea..

How ean you. ex:pliUn :thib ?"

es it is absolutely incredible! Moses points this out to them again and
'non't forget that they had also seen earlier the ten miracle judgments.
~sad commentary on the waywardness of men's hearts is to be found in Exodus
4. The children of Israel had gotten impatient waiting for Moses to coire
from the mountain. They begged Aaron to make them gods to go before them.
it strange that man would rather have an idol than not have any god at all?
an insult to God, who had brought these people out of the land of bondage.
carried them all the way through, being very careful to tell them not to make
image or likeness of Him. Later on, when Aaron defended himself before Moses for
terrible act, he told his brother that he threw the gold into the fire "and
came out this calf" (32: 24). The Scripture tells us that he had in fact used
graving tool on the project. What a bold lie! Aaron had been willing to go
with the people. This was a terrible insult to God. How did the people ever
hC7>'1 to make a golden calf? Because the animal in Egypt had stood for a great
t of their wealth and property, being a sacred deity. The bull was a god.
, especially in America, we aren't falling down before a golden calf, but we
orship a "greenback." It is still just as horrendous and despicable in the
of God.

nae:t

In a 1teeevt:t b1toa.dCJ1,6:t !JOU. eommevt:ted on :the
;tha;t when one lea.ve6 ou.:t :the
·Uzed wo1td.6 whlc.h have been .6 u.ppUed by :the ;(:Jum,6la;to1t, :the :tex;t beeome6
by mo1te mea.Mng 6ul. I have 601JJ1d :tha;t :to be :tltu.e ,{_n my own &ble .6:tu.dy and
g. OO:tei: a :tex;t beeome6 obMcuJte w.Uhou.:t :the .6u.ppUed wo1td.6. Bu.:t even M,
t tha;t a.ddlng to the Wottd on God, whicli L6 wa.ttned .a.ga,,lvt,6t?"

?U are absolutely correct in the aspect of anyone adding to the Word of God.
is an abomination. These italicized words indicate that the translators are
osefu~ly not adding to the inspired Scriptures. The italicized words are <led mainly to clarify the meaning. The Word of God is in clear, bold type so that
be read and llllderstood. Paraphrases, of course, don't add italicized words
e they are really what one individual thinks the Bible means. A translation
a~ a group of biblical scholars determine the most ancient manuscripts affirm
is a vast difference between the two.
•

"!.e. maM.!f
&lnd a. lot o 6 people who M.Y :they ' 1te ChW tian.6 bu.:t :then dL vo1tee a.YLd e ven:tu.• What a.bou.:t :thou who Uve ,{,n a.du.UeJUf and c.lM.m :to be .6a.ved? I'm
ng o6 Lu.ke. 16 : 18 a.nd 1 Conivithia.YL-6 6 : 9. "

Th.
. a veTl'. serio1:15 matter concerning divorce and remarriage.
n~5 ~

0

1here is peris ve er SU~Ject which finds the people of God more divided in the church than
d advory t topic. You may be certain that there isn't one here at Biola who
idea~a e • ::eco1!1"1end, or sponsor divorce as such. We all know that it isn't
ge you or H~s h~ghest desire. such is rather a tragedy of our times. The
do ~ntioi: m Luke 16 : 18 is further amplified by Matthew 19 : 9 • The re are
torn
. believe that a person who is in a position of responsibility, such
0
' 15

allowed by biblical principle to marry again, even if his first wife
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has died. This would be a very strict construction and interpretation
materials.
There may be many who say they are Christians and yet they divorce and rema
situation isn't as simple as that. We must lmow the circumstances and condi
the individual case. As to those who live in adultery, claiming to be saved
Bible has a clear word, ''Marriage is honorable in all, and the bed undefiled'•
The dishonoring of the marital relationship is by fornicators and adulterers.
will judge these people. Our sovereign God saves one on valid faith. He al·
knows whether a transaction is complete. The Word tells us that "adulterers
fornicators, and effeminate, and abusers of themselves God will judge."
'
Finally, suppose someone is a believer and has divorced. Then, even for the
reason, he has remarried. What are you going to do? Will you ban him from the
household of faith? Will you tell the Lord Jesus Christ He had no right to s
him and eventually to bring him to heaven? To be sure it is a terrible sin.
we aren't cmmtenancing any of these situations, yet the matters must be appri
with compassion and love.

Q. "Vou the. New Tu;tame.n:t ;te.ac.h M ;that. we. Me. ;to 6e.M God, o!L doe;.,
that. we. Me. ;to love. God? 1.o the.!Le. a di6 6e.JLe.nc.e. be.;U.ve.e.n the. ;fi.vo ?"
A. There may be shades of difference, although the basic idea is the same.
problem probably stems from the fact that today "fear" means "to be afraid of.'
In the Old Testament times its translation represented reverence, or standing ·
awe of Almighty God. In the New Testament we read rather about the love of G
In these days we have missed a great deal in not preaching enough about the hol
of God. We are to come into the presence of the Lord with boldness, and yet we
to recognize that there should be maintained at all times a complete reverence
His sovereign majesty.
In this bicentennial year, we recall the preaching of Jonathan Edwards, reputed
one of the greatest ministers in the history of the American continent. This
standing theologian delivered a sermon on one occasion entitled, "Sinners in
Hands of an Angry God." There was a packed audience in that New England meeti
house. Edwards preached with such awesomeness and power that women screamed
men clung to the backs of the pews in front of them, lest at that very moment
should slide into the pit of hell. The record states that one of the ministers
the platform cried out, "Mr. Edwards, Mr. Edwards, is not God merciful, to??".
Some may have felt the remarks too severe, but they certainly brought conv1ct1
hearts of the hearers. We unfortlillately miss that today!

Q. "A c.e.JL;tM.n p!Lomi.ne.n;t JLadio p!Le.ac.he.JL me.ntione.d 'Chw;t ne.ve.!L onc.e. .oa.id w~ WO
go ;to he.ave.n. I;t' -6 no;t in ;the. Bible..' I'm .owz.e. he.' .o W!Long be.c.atv.>e. Je;.,tv.> ~iu~
the. c.hildtr..e.n c.ome. ;to me., and don' ;t hinde.JL the.m, 6ofL ;to ,ouc.h be.long.o the Ring 111
he.ave.n. ' I don' ;t unde.M;tand ;thi-6 man' .o !Le.cu oning. Coui.d you c.omme.n-t?"
A. Why would any radio preacher make such a statement? We should really hav~
context of his message to know the circumstances. We might ask him, "What ~ en
out Lord mean in John 14: 1- 3? Paul testifies in Philippians 1, "to depa:t is t,
with Christ, which is far better." Once we trust in the Saviour, there is no '
ti on where He is, and that there we shall be also. We are actually on our way.
heaven, looking toward that perfect day. You may be sure that all believers.a
going to go to heaven. The important thing is to be sure that you are. trus~~g
Christ, who said, "If you believe not that I am (that is, that I am deity,
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. the flesh), you shall die in your sins."
is faith in Christ (John 10:9,10).

The all-important and only key to

a JLe.c.e.n:t bJLoa.dc.cv.d. i t Wa6 mentioned that a.fite.JL a. pe.M on diu, he )A j udge.d
•h Mnal..
Yet at the c.omlng o 6 Chwt we will be !LU UMe.c.te.d a.nd j udge.d.
&ten wonde.JLe.d a.bout. th)A. How many timu Me we going to be j udge.d?"
re are several judgments referred to in Scripture. The notes in the Scofield
e excellent on this. You will find the Sllll11Ilary in the footnote of Revelation
new _revised edition. Briefly, there are the judgment of the believer's
the cross of Christ; the believer's self-judgment; the judgment of the beworks; the judgment of the individual Gentiles at the return of Christ to
; the judgment of Israel at the return of Christ to the earth; the judgment
ls after the 1000 years; and the judgment of the wicked dead, with which the
of the present earth ends. To say that after one dies he is judged indicates
in this life what an individual believes here detennines the type and time
gment in which he will be involved. When the believer dies, his sins have albeen judged at Calvary. He goes immediately into the presence of the Lord.
11 be judged according to his works when the Lord comes again. When the unber dies, he will not be judged immediately, but rather goes into hades where,
the millennial reign of Christ, he is brought out and consigned eternally to
(Rev. 20: 13-15). This is known as the Great White Throne Judgment, and it is
· ly final.
IJJj wideMta.ncUn9 ofi the SC1UptuJLe. )A that the e.Mth )A to be dut!Loye.d by 6.l!Le.
the judgment, at the end on the tholl6a.nd ye.AA !Lugn 06 Chwt. While the
~

bung bUJLne.d, whe.!Le. will the J.>a..lnt-6 be? Will. the ea.!Lth then be ILUtoJLed
GMde.n 06 Eden?

You are correct in your timetable of events, according to Scripture.

The time
n the end of chapter 20 and the first verse of chapter 21 of Revelation is
· ed in 2 Peter 3:1-14,22. The heavens and the earth are reserved unto fire.
earth will not be restored as the Garden of Eden. The Word teaches us that it
be a new heaven and a new earth. It will doubtless be far more wonderful than
and ·Eve ever knew it. As to where the saints will be, we have the simple conce th~t we will be with the Lord forever. The Saviour will be filling up all
ace with His infinite power and personality. We will be able to move around
e Vastness of eternity with our resurrection bodies, moving at the speed of
t. ~at a gloriouly exciting time that will be! We will be able to enjoy
creati?n all during the time that the earth is being renovated. We have seen
of this old earth during our lifetime. We want to be out viewing the glories
ralwonderful Lord and Creator. Heaven is to be our heritage-home and our future
playground.

flLlU. you pleao e explain Mat.thew

9 : 13?"

is really begins with the tenth verse. Our Lord has just finished His sermon
t:~t. ~rom the eighth chapter on He gives a number of addresses and mirsats e ow_ His ~uthentic authority as the Messiah. The Pharisees noted that
round! atmg ~1th tax collectors and sinners. You may be sure that the fonner
for
despised because they were delegated by the Roman empire to collect
taxat: govenunent. They often took advantage of the people, making the hurter 1?n all the harder. These religious leaders wanted to know, ''Why eateth
eol wi thb tax collectors and sinners?" The fault with the Pharisees wasn't
ogy ut rather their deeds which didn't match what they believed. Notice

th
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that they never said of our Lord that He "sinned" with sinners. When Jesus h
their question, He observed, "They that are well need not a physician
that are sick." The Pharisees thought they were well while at least these t
lectors and sinners agreed there was something wrong with them.
There are really only two types of sinners in the world. The first is a sinner
admits it, going to Christ for the remedy. The other type is just as sinful b
admit it and goes on into perdition. You see, it isn't the externalities that
it is what is in the heart. The Saviour pointed out, "I haven't come to call
who think they are righteous but rather those who admit they are sinners, to
ance." What a cutting away of all pretense. Just because your name is on a W1
ful, respectable church list; just because you have a wonderful expensive lea
bound Bib le; just because your parents were godly people, doesn't make the diffe·
It isn't the externality, but rather the reality.

Q. "In he.cvilng the. woftd6 .the. ' ChWtc.h' and the. 'Rude. o 6 Ch!U.1,.t' Me. .thu e. :two
.the. ~arne., oft will. .the. 6<Uth6u£ and good wo!tk.e.M be. .the. 'Bfl.ide. o 6 Chw.t' and the.
who have. ac.c.e.p.te.d Him M SavioWt be. pa!t.t 06 .the. 'ChWtc.h' ?"
A. We should keep in mind the various meanings of the word "church." The local
congregation is sometimes known as the "church." The denomination itself may be
ferred to as the "church." The "Church" (with a capital "C') refers to the grea
body of the redeemed throughout the ages since the resurrection of Christ. Your
question may stem from Ephesians 5:23. Titles such as "the true Church," the B
of Christ," "the Body of Christ" are all synonymous. Members may belong to vari1
denominations, or pemaps to none at all. There are even members of the Body of
Christ who are in apostate denominations. Anyone who names the name of Jesus ell·
who is a born-again individual through faith, belongs to the Church which is the
called-out Body of believers.
There is a very intimate realtionship which exists between Christ as the Head ani
as members of the Body. The function of the head is to do the thinking. The b
is to act in accordance with the will of the head. As members of the Body of 01
we aren't to act according to our own wills , but rather to the purpose and dete
ation of the Saviour. Each member of the Body of Christ has his or her own fun
and gift. Being a Christian is a fulltime job. Whatever the Lord has called Y
do, devote all your attention and energy to it, through the strength and power o:
indwelling Holy Spirit.

Q. "In the. book. 06 Le.v,ttic.U6 the.fte. Me. a lot 06 c.ommand6 give.n by the. Lo!r.d whi
be.gin, 'Spe.ak. unto the. clU1dtie.n 06 I~ftae.l." Afte. .thue. only 6oft .tho~e. unde.Jr. the.
c.ove.nan.t, oft Me. .the.y c.ommand6 6oft lL6 .today?"
A. We should know in reading the Word of God that it is not only timely but als·
timeless. Interestingly the book of Leviticus has more of the actual words ?f G
for the number of chapters it contains than any other book in the Bible. 'flus s.
it is very important. The centrality of the message is "Be ye holy, for I the
your God am holy." There is no other religion on the fact of the earth that ..
any such stipulation or exhortation. God wanted Israel to be holy and not to 1
like the pagans around them. The people were to be separate from such lifesty es
Through their race the Redeemer would come, and the nation was to be kept ~lean.
This is why such very specific laws were given for their benefit and bless111g.

i

Always keep in mind the distinction that some things are prohibited in the B~ble
cause they are intrinsically wrong. For example, it always was wrong to mur er.
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the connnand is given, "Thou shal 1 not murder." On the
they are prohibited. In themselves they
an '
ht but God has some higher reason for avoiding them. God didn't
at externalities. There was always a temptation to do this
rae were so many prescriptions, rites, ordinances, seasons, and laws involved
ere riptions What really counts before the Lord is
· t he spiritua
· ·
1 in·
th
works by themselves never get one any points of merit with God. It
into a person that defiles him, but rather
The
· g of all activity is. the heart. "Guard thy
with all diligence, for
it are the issues of life" (Prov. 4: 23) • So 1 in the 01~ Testament. there are
laws which pertained only to Israel, and which do not involve believers

whJ'

·

Exodus 20

1.llme things

~o
al\r~~ l~ok
~sc

ai~~es

a~ wrong because

0

~eart

w~at comes_o~t.

o are living under grace.
we cta-lm .6 al.vatio YI. i)o!t eVeJLY 0 n.e .Vt 0 Ult ho U6 eh old 0 YI. ;the bM,{,/,
j U6 ;t i)o!t ;the j a,i,le!t and W i)wnUlJ o!t ,U., .U fio1t U6 ;to dal} ?"

0

n AW

16 : 31 ?

familiar passage promises, "Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt
and thy house." We should understand the situation there in that PhilipPaul and Silas were bound hand and foot. Still, in this unfortunate
cm they prayed and sang praises to God. They had an amazingly refreshing faith.
a condition the Lord perfonned a miracle as the foundations of the prison
aken. All the doors were opened, and everyone's bands were released. The
guard, realizing what had happened while he slept, thought his only resource
"cide. He thought all the prisoners had escaped. Paul told him the truth that
e was still there. Amazed and grateful, the jailer came trembling, falling
fore Paul and Silas. He asked that beautifully simple question, "Sirs, what
do to be saved?" Often we hear this answer quoted with the assumed position
f we only believe in the Lord we will be saved along with all the menbers of
diate household. Strictly speaking the meaning is more accurately, ''Believe
r.c:>rd Jesus Christ and you will be saved, and your house will also be saved if
~heve on the Lord Jesus Christ. Eternal salvation is always based on an
~l's personal acceptance of the Saviour. We urge every believing parent to
ith?ut ceasing for the salvation of a son or daughter. Never give up! God is

aii.

1 m His grace and love.

On one o6 lJ ouJt b1toa.dc.M;/;6 .U WM .6 ;ta.ted ;that Vcm,i_el woul.d not be Jte.6 uJtJLecJ:ed
a.h6;te.Jt the T!L{_bulation. Von' ;t ail ChWU1ut6 and Old TeAWmen.t: God-btuJ.>teM

ea.ve.n whe.11 the.y die.?"
ran a strict ~ense of word usage, there were no "Christians" until after the
r. came to this earth. You may be sure that Daniel was a God-truster and one
i:;sed the_Lord continually. The first four verses of Daniel 12 give us some
lp on this question. What we need to understand is that there was salvation
c;ise looking foiward to the coming of the Lord Jesus, as well as for those who
Jive on the other side of the cross. It isn't whether one looks foiward or
at saves him The real question is the One to whom we look that saves us.
a:in~ly be the Lord Jesus Christ. Daniel speaks specifically of the Tribulation.
~~ of the pass::ige shows that the resurrection of Old Testament saints
'To
5 ~s severe per~od of ~ud~nt. While all Christians go to heaven when they
part to be with Christ is far better") yet Old Testament saints don't
in
H
as we do. They are found in the register of that New Jeruthe same position
alre~brews. . .They are the spirits of just men made perfect. Old Testament saints
e" Y gone on to paradise, as our Lord said, "Ye shall be with me this day in
(Lk. 23:43). We need to keep these two distinct dispensations clearly in
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